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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

WASHINGTON (AP)- President Bush returned to the work at the
White House today after doctors agreed they could stabilize his heartbeat
with medication rather than an electric shock procedure. "It's great to be
back," Bush told cheering aides in the Rose Garden.
The president's heartbeat had not returned to normal at his release from
Bethesda Naval Hospital, but his physician, Dr. Burton Lee, said it did
return to normal at mid-morning as monitored in the Oval Office.
He is in good spirits and anxious to get back to work," said spokesman Marlin Fitzwater. To punctuate Bush's resolve, Fitzwater said the
president would meet as scheduled later in the day with a former Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.
Bush said he was not concerned about his condition and did not anticipate changes in his hectic lifestyle or working pace - and his doctors
agreed.
•------111--nor.a -major league rhythm-disturbenee-;1-1--s-Dr:-Bruce---Lloyd-,-chief of cardiology at Bethesda Naval. He expressed no anxiety about the
president resuming his normal work schedule.
MOSCOW - Interior Minister
"This is a man with a perfectly normal cardiac function and anatomy,"
Boris Pugo said today that
added
Dr. Allan Ross of George Washington University, who participated
Soviet military helicopters carin
treating
Bush for atrial fibrillation. He said the condition inconveried 300 women and children
nienced Bush "only in the sense that he could not perform at his quite
from two embattled Armenian
incredible physical peak for his age."
villages in Azerbaijan. But he
The doctors said they did not know the cause of the irregular heartbeat.
said they were evacuated, not
If
we knew what triggered it it would be an easy solution," Lloyd said.
deported.
Bush, 66, suffered the irregular heartbeat over the weekend while jogging at Camp David and was evacuated to Bethesda Naval where the con- It was a special night Saturday for the graduating seniors at Calloway County High School who celebrated
dition persisted despite the prescription of the drugs digoxin and procaina-. Prom Night at the school. Senior officers cutting the prom cake included, from left, Lori England, secretary; Brandy Hamby, reporter; Kristi Cowan, treasurer; Sara Thompson, president; and Rob Den nis,A icepresident.
In a state where the biggest cash'
crop is tobacco, many of the
candidates in Kentucky's gubernatorial race are- reluctant to
endorse efforts to curb smoking.
level, but it should narrow the gap.
. •
mg its last quarterly meeting Feb. 9.
"This should really help'the folks on the lower end of the
Bylaska said 5.25 per cent of the 7 per cent increase will be
used for a "satisfactory" base salary increase, and 1.75 will be wage scale," he. said.
Raises for education and general staff members for the
Murray State University's Board, of Regents approved a put into a merit pool.
$70.5 million budget for the 1991-92- academic yearduring-its , "The board approved a 5.25 per cent base increase for peo- 1991-92 fiscal year include: directors, 7.75%; coaches with
The last smashed beer cup
ple who are doing well or satisfactory, and salary goes up academic standing, 7.25%; professionals, 8.06%; secretarial
-quarterly 'meeting Saturday.
hadn't - been cleared from the
With the 1990-91 budget set at nearly $66.4 million, the beyond that based on meritorial service and other contributing and clerical, 8.16%; technical and paraprofessional, 9,03%;
Churchill Downs infield when
skilled craft, 7.07%; and service maintenance, 9.64%.
newly-approved budget marks an increase of almost S4.2 factors," he said.
the challenge was made. Strike
approved
salary
part
of
the
very
important
Bylaska
said
a
Raises for auxiliary staff include: directors, 8.73%; profesmillion.
the Gold had won the Kentucky
sionals, 7.74%; secretarial and clerical. 7.17%; and .service
University Budget Director Paul Bylaska said the increase increase and budget is poverty level enhancement.
Derby, and it was time to start
"Certain staff members have been thought to make less than maintenance, 9.26%.
can be greatly attributed to the $2.5 million increase in approthinking about the Preakness
Faculty raises for the 1991-92 fiscal year include: profeslevel for a family of four, and poverty level enhancepoverty
revenue
will
be
generated
privions
Additional
from
the
state.
and the glory of the Triple
from University auxiliaries such as housing, food services and ment has been emphasized by the Regents quite a bit lately," sors, 8.35%; associate professors, 7.98%; assistant professors,
Crown.
8.37%; instructors, 6.91%; and lecturers, 6.91%.
he said.
parking.
Bylaska land there is no way to determine whether or not
Almost $2.1 million of the increase wi fund a 3 per cent
raise in faculty and staff salaries approved y the board dur- the increase will raise all staff salaries above the poverty

MSU Board of Regents approves'-$70.5 million budget

Stock prices edged lower in early trading today as concerns lingered about President Bush's
health. The Dow Jones industrial average fell 2.14 to 2,936.72
in the first half-hour of trading.
Volume on the Big Board came
to 14.61 million shares as of 9
a.m. on Wall Street.

Mostly clear and cool tonight.
Lows in the mid-40s. West wind
5 to 10 mph. Mostly sunny
Tuesday. Highs in the lower
70s.

Kentucky Lake
359.1, +0.1; below 308.9, -0.4
Barkley Lake
358.7, +0.1; below 317.1, -0.1

One Section - 16 Pages
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Perspective
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
art S a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

D.C. officials seek answers
after Sunday night outburst
WASHINGTON (AP)- District
of Columbia officials planned
meetings with community leaders
today to try in ease tensions in a
predominantly Hispanic neighborhood where an angry crowd pelted
police officers with rocks and bottles after a man was shot during an
arrest.
Five police cruisers were set
afire Sunday in Washington's
Mount Pleasant area, about two
miles north of the White House,
after a 30-year-old Hispanic man
was shot in the chest as he scuffled
with officers, police spokesman Lt.

Tornadoes damaged homes in
northeastern Illinois Sunday and
toppled a tree onto a car, killing
two people and injuring two
others, police said.
The storm also brought torrential rains and high winds that
buffeted northern parts of the
stair.

One tornado touched down
around 5:30 p.m. CDT outside
. Elgin, in a sparsely populated
area called Lily Lake, about 35
miles west of Chicago, police
said.
"We had about 15 minutes
warning and the (disasterwarning) sirens sounded," State
Police Sgt. Jim Peal said.
Two people were killed and
two others injured in the Chicago suburb of Western Springs
when a tree fell on their car,
police Lt. Ed Rohrbacber said.
The injured were taken by
helicopter to Loyola Medical
Center in Maywood, he said. A
spokesman from Loyola did not
immediately return calls seeking comment on their condition.
Kelly Callahan, assistant fire
chief in nearby Elburn, said the
roof was blown off the garage
of a home in Lily Lake and siding was torn off the sides of
several homes in the same area.
He said there were no injuries.
Other tornado touchdowns
were reported in Lake, Cook
and Kane counties, with no
immediate reports of damage or
injuries, National Weather Service spokesman Zelda Williams
said.
The twisters were created by
a fast-moving cold front that
ran into warm air prevailing in
the region. Temperatures had
reached into the 70s Sunday.

Dexter man held
on shooting charge

%lamer swordsman Dan McFarland of. Atlanta entered the stage from
a veil of smoke before his special demonstration Saturday night at the
Karate Superstars event at MSU's Exposition Center.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

A Dexter man was arrested
Saturday after be reportedly shot at
two juveniles, striking one in the
face, according to a report from the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Franklin Elkins, of Dexter, was
arrested and charged with first
degree assault and first degree
wanton endangerment around 5
p.m. after he reportedly went to the
back porch of his home in Dexter
and fired a .22 caliber rifle at two
juveniles walking across his yard,
police said.
One of the bullets stniek one
the juveniles in the face, requiring
emergency room treatment, police
said.
Elkins was lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a $25,000 cash
bond after he was reportedly
arrested Sunday at a local restaurant in Murray.
The Sheriff's Department was
assisted in the investigation and
arrest by the Kentucky State Police
and the Murray Police Department.

Reginald Smith said.
At least 10 officers were injured,
one critically, during the melee.
Eight persons were arrested. Smith
said.
Frank Smith, who represents the
area on the District of Columbia
Council, said city officials will
begin meeting with community
leaders today to find ways tO ease
tensions in the area.
,Police will release more details
of the incident to the public after
an investigation, police spokesman
Li Reginald Smith said.
"I think this happened because
of a lack of communication," the
officer said. "There was some miscommunication, and people didn't
understand what was going on."
The incident began when a
police officer approached three
men who appeared to be drinking
in a public park, Smith said.
•
After she ordered them to put
away what they were drinking.
angry words were exchanged and
the men became disorderly, he
added.
When the officer attempted to
take the men into custody, "one of
them began resisting arrest," Lt.
Smith said. "He got away briefly,
and at one point he reached into his
waistband and pulled out what
looked like a large hunting knife
and lunged at the officers."
The suspect, identified as Daniel
Gomez, was ordered to drop the
knife several times, police said. He
was handcuffed after being shot.
Gomez was in critical condition
today at Washington Hospital
Center.
By 9:30 p.m. EDT, nearly two
hours after the melee began, several hundred police officers had been
called into the area to restore order.
Police said about 150 youths
were involved in throwing rocks
and bottle.
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MSU Board ofRegents approves•.•
(Coned from page 1)
Ronald Kurth, Rauch's appoint- logico de Costa Rica. Primarily
ment was the result of a nation- techpical, the institution will
Other action taken by the board
included:
wide search that involved 47 appl- Murray State students the oppor-

and rad io/TV; Scott Erickson,
department of music; Dennis Johnson, department of music; Joes
Royalty, department of psychology;
agriculture.
tunity to study
architecture, construction, electron- Ntirk Friend, department of occuics, forestry, metallurgy, health and pational safety and health; Luis
12 miles Bartolucci, department of geosciwoods technology
from San Jose, the capital of Costa ences: Robert Pervine, department
of mathematics and statistics; and
Rica.
•The acquisition of two parcels of Hamid
property for additional parking.- -- physics
Property at_1605 Hamilton_consist- *The
ing of .22 acres and a 1,154 square
foot building and property at 309 'The approval of the 1991 Regents
North 16th Street consisting of Awards for Teaching Excellence
.295 acres an0 a 4,810 square foot for Clyde Stambaugh, college of
building were purchased by the business and public affairs; J. Kenneth Purcell, college of education;
board.
Brown, college of fine arts
Stephen
members:
of
14
faculty
'The tenure
Robert Stay, department of and communications; Hughie Lawaccounting; James McCoy, depart- son, college of humanistic studies;
ment of economics and finance; C. Dwayne Driskill, college of
Virginia Richerson, department of industry and technology; Theron
office systems and business educa- Kirk, college of science.
tion; Charles Hulick, department of 'The election of 1991-92 board of
elementary and secondary educa-. Regents officers. Kerry Harvey was
non:- Camille Serre, department of re-elected_ _chairman. Once again
. art; .John Dillon, department of faculty regent James Hammack will
journalism and radio/TV; Ann serve as vice chairman, and Sandra
Landini, department. orjournalism Rogers will-continue as secretary.
allow

'The approval of a change in the
campus master plan which will
allow the University to change the
site of the future Regional Special
Events Caner.
'The appointment of Doreen Rauch
as the director of affirmative
action. Recommended by President

icants. With a B.S. degree from the
University of Cincinnati and a J.D.
degree from the Howard University
School of Law, Rauch will take
over as director of affirmative
action June 1.
'The renewal of an exchange
agreement with the Institut° Tecno-

just

department of
Kobraei,
astronomy.
and
promotion of 12 faculty
members.

-.

'IV Check Us Out. IL—P
Louie's Restaurant &
Steak House
is
Now Full Service
Featuring
75 ltem_All II' Can -Eat food- Bar
V Shrimp

Steaks
Pond Raised Catfish:

V Children's Menu

Specialty Sandwiches

V ,Daily Specils

V Daily Lunch Specials
Prw-ate rooms available by reservation.

Louie's Restaurant
& Steak House
753-2244 406 N 12th St.Murray

7

(Coned from page I)
;mideLloyd said there had been no
side effects to the medication.
He was diagnosed as suffering
from atrial fibrillation, an irregular
heart rhythm suffered by an estimated 1.5 million to 2 million
Americans.
Fitzwater said Bush's heartbeat
at 10:45.
had
p.m. Sunday night but that irregu-Tenties returnaTit-4915 a.m. today.
Nonetheless, doctors determined
early in the morning that Bush
would not need to undergo an
electric shock treatment today.:
Bush -had-been prepared to briefly

returned to normal

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

148
vo

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.

Shell

Saturday's wnning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 8-8-6 (eight, eight,
six); Lotto Kentucky:
1-7-8-19-32-42 (one, seven,
eight, nineteen, thirty-two.
forty-two). Estimated jackpot:
S1.3 million
Sunday's winning numbers:
Pick 3: 1-6-7.(one, six, seven)

• PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you ,know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?

..

Today'S Doctor ofChiropractic mustcomplete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
.In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and _Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
collep,I received National
List Award of Merit.
Achievement-of Excellence Award, Who's Who Among
College-Students Award,and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at LifetniversitY and graduated With .honors. To
further my continuing education, I have rec9ived special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J 'Clay. Thompson;Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated viSiting a chiropractor, perhaps'
you didn't know that chiropractors go to Such ;'great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most quab,lie-d_service. So.
you see, what you don't know, can t help you.
me
today Ind let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most corn monlyrtre.aten
by chtropractors are:
...I Back Pain
J Headaches
_I Painful Joints
J Neck Pain
J Arthritis
J Shoulder Pain
J Stiffness
J Bursitis
J Arm/Leg Pain
J Numbness
a Hip Pain
J Cold Hands/Feet

Pi991Y wi99IY
lei CNA 24 GRADAYSAIISJC /411131Cir
HP

SCUnt LOCA.:

and replied: "Ask the doctors that,
but not as far as I'm concerned."
Concerning physical activity, he
addea: "They said to gradually get
back into athletics, but not overdo
it."
ro•

Dr. Lloyd said once the medication is properly adjusted, he could
resume his exercise regimen "at
full speed."
"The president will resume his
work routine," Fitzwater said.

New storms hamper Bangladesh aid efforts
DH4KA, Bangladesh (AP) — were left homeless by the cyclone, ly reach 200,000 from starvation
With dine running out for sick and -one- of-the -worst-to-hit-Bangladesh and- diseases spiudd-I-by water
starving survivors in cyclone- this century.
fouled by rotting animal carcasses
ravaged lowlands, thunderstorms
and rough weather 'today hampered
relief efforts and escalated fears the
death toll could rise sharply.
'ifhe critical period has started
Famished men, injured men can
only survive- for four to five days
under the circumstances," said pr.
Mohammad Musa of CARE International, a worldwide aid group.
Official reports Say more than
125,730 people have perished following last Tuesday's cyclone that
swamped coastal areas with huge
waves and winds up to 145 mph.
An estimated 10 million people

CLARIFICATIONS1
Due to incomplete, information
submitted to the Murray Ledger &
Times, a scout's name was left out
of a cutline in the May I edition.
The name of Scott Keine should
have been included in photo cutline
of a flag presentation to the
National Scouting Museum.

the Islamic
The Red Crescent
equivalent of the Red Cross — predicted the death toll would probab-

and sewage. Newspaper reports .
said the final toll could hit
500,000.

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press
U.S.S. R.
moscopv- Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev, beset with domestic woes,
again appears to have postponed plans
to travel to Norway to deliver his Nobel
Peace Prize lecture, a spokesman said
today Gorbachev was originally scheduled to travel to Oslo for the ceremony
in December. but wrote to the Nobel
committee asking to postpone it until May
10 "No preparations have been made,
so it doesn't look like he is going on the
101h." said Gorbachev's deputy spokesman, Sergei Grigonev Gorbachev may
make the trip on May 181h, "or it may be
postactest'all the summer," said .Grigoriev The Nobel Corliniiitee allows laureates up to six months to deliver their lecture. If Gorbachev postpones beyond
June 10, he may deliver a speech in Norway, but it will not be an official Nobel
lecture. The committee rejected Gorbachev's request to postpone the award
ceremony in December, so an aide
picked up the prize. The $700,000 in
prize money has been transferred to Gorbachev's bank account,

Moscow - The Kremlin agreed today
to surrender control of some of the country's nchest coal mines to the Russian
Federation in an agreement that could
help speed an end to a crippling twomonth-old miners' strike Miners in five
cities in western Siberia's Kutznetsk coal
basin returned to work as the deal was
being signed in Moscow, the official lass
news agency said, Russian leader Boris
N Yellsin has promised the mines economic independence, including the right
to determine whether they want to be privately owned. Previously, the national
Coal Ministry made decisions on everything from prices to production.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
PRAGUE — Four Picasso paintings valued at-$30 minion were stolen from the
national an gallery today. The thieves
broke into the building through a glass
door from an adjacent garden sometime
before 4 a.m., an official of the museum
said. Museum Director Lubomir Slavicek
told the official CTK news agency that
police arrived 17 minutes after an alarm
was sounded but failed to capture the
thieves. The tour paintings were identified by CTK as "Absinth and Card,"
"Mandolin and a Glass of Pernock"
"Table with a Chalice" and "The PorPln
Cadaques."

SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG — At least 52 people
have been killed during some of the bloodiest clashes in months between the African National Congress and the rival
Inkatha Party, police said today. At least
29 people were kiNed in .,,violence since
Sunday, mostly in black townships
around Johannesburg, police said in a
statement. The deaths raised the
weekend death toU to at least 52, they
.said. The ANC, meanwhile, rejected suggestions that Nelson Mandela and other
ANC leaders might Join the Cabinet to
end a mounting political crisis between
the government and the black opposition
group ANC spokesman Saki Macozoma
said the group was not willing to serve
under President F W de Klerk and
wanted a transitional government. Newspaper reports said Mandela and others
might be offered a Cabinet post The
ANC has threatened to suspend talks
with the government on sharing power if
de Klerk does not meet its demands to
end violence in black townships by
Thursday

EPIC

Kentucky',most
igressive- lendi 11,2
ttt it ut ii ins have
t, amed a partnership
t; address the needs
it tirst,time home'
buvers.

Call

•

fixed-rate
providesn
second mortgage
loan for up to
60% of costs needed
for closing.

EPIC loans elimmatc
the obstacle to
attordable
hornet iwrwrship
Kentucky's
hard-vo irking
t

tile'.,

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

ATESOF,WERIC

3

FREE

44 44•40

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, ablood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine,a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
—

relinquish the powers of his office
to Vice President Dan Quayle if a
shtick had been administered.
Bush met with reporters briefly
as he left Bethesda. He was asked
if he needed to change his lifestyle,

"The last obstacle to
affordable homeownership
is gone!"

Dean's

FREE

NationalTourism Week
map
to theNational
annual
part of theAdami
kickoff
to
will present the

No change ofpace anticipated...

Broasted Chicken

Grilled Chickrn-Breast

Anne Adams, director of the Murray Tourism Commission, left,
presents Holiday Inn general manager Kathy Allen and manager Tim
Scouting Museum Monday
Miller with a iocater
which began
as
maps to 72 different businesses in
yesterday.
the Murray area
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For More Information Contact:
Joe Gupton, Vice President
502-753-3231

759-1116

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
->
Heskett Chiropractic Center
University Square Suite H
p.m. Monday-Friday
Maw:8
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 436-6099
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MSU graduation scheduled for Saturday

Algebra award

, left,
r Tim
onday
began
in

Murray High School's Algebra H lean) won first place honors in
the 35th Annual High School Mathematics Contest held at Austin
Peay State University. Individual winners from MHS were David
Chu, (right) second place, and Sam Green, third place. Seventy-nine
students from 22 area high schools competed in the Contest.
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GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
•Over

yrs F xoevience

;
•
•",./
7
'

ALL WAYS

BEFORE
SING
NOW
*EVERY DAY*

-

Ir•

SEAFOOD BUFFET
kOi I latekiWgri207

* Monday-Thursday
served

5pm

$0
799
,99

p m

$(199

*Frida% & Saturday 7

...and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can

r.

r ed 5 p tri

provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of our V.I.P.'s give us a
call.
Representing

• LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
More than 7,000 people turned out
to eat barbecued pork and burgoo
and sip mint juleps at an annual
feast, which unofficially marks the
end ,of Kerinic_ky_perhy.festivities.
The Honorable -Order --OT-Kerilucky Colonels has sponsored the
event for 15 years, and as usual
there were people impersonating
Abraham Lincoln and Col. Harland
Sanders at Wickland Estate.
What did the Colonels do Sunday when the rain started pouring
into the 10 kettles filled with more
than 600 gallons of burgoo?
"You just let it rain," said Jim
Bean, one of the colonels who
helped with the cooking.
The weather didn't stop the colonels, their family and friends from
coming dressed in the traditional
finery.
"You sec the funniest-looking
people on earth — both dressed
and half-dressed," Bean said.
Guests were dressed mostly in
raincoats, ponchos and even plastic
bags during the morning. It wasn't
until the sun came out about 1:45
p.m. — to a loud burst of applause
— that it became apparent that
about half the crowd was indeed
well-dressed. Although some were
a little muddy by then.
Tim Mazzoni, a colonel from
Louisville, didn't let the rain prevent his family from enjoying a
dry, comfortable meal — even
though the tables under one large
tent were filled.
He stacked up tables and draped
a tarp between them to create the
"Mazzoni Pavilion." •
At previous rainy barbecues the
Mazzonis had attended, "usually
we just stood there like cattle," he
said. But that pretty well describes
what many people did this year.
Russ Walkup, a colonel from
Franklin, just shook his head a
little at a group trying to rig a tent
out of several umbrellas, a sheet of
plastic and a few chairs.
"Some people will do anything
to get out of the rain," he said.
"Me? I just sit in it."
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said
Derby weekend is the best time to
be a Kentuckian. "If you can't get
excited about the Derby," he said,
"you can't get excited about
anything."
There was a ban on political
speeches, but gubernatorial candidate and first lady Martha Wilkinson addressed the crowd after her
husband spoke.
Barbecue Chairman Lynn Ledford called it a, "longstanding tradition" and explained afterward that
the first lady had spoken in previous years.
Martha Wilkinson's speech consisted-mostly of complimenting the
season, the state and the colonels.
She did not mention her candidacy
or ask for votes.
Ledford said none of the other of
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a handful of candidates for state
offices — including governor —
complained about Martha Wilkinson being allowed to speak.
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Two Paducah women face felony
robbery charges after allegedly taking $554 in clothing Sunday from
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
located in the Paducah Off-Price
Mall, according to a published
report.
Marsha Davis, age not available,
and Ella Burns, 36, both of South
9th Street, were charged with
second-degree robbery after police
caught.them with merchandise they
allegedly took from the store, the
report said.
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post-Derby event Sunday
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play the processional, benediction,
recessional and an arrangement of
"Armed Forces Salute" as special
music.
A reception for graduates is scheduled immediately after the ceremony
in the Curris Center ballroom.

man or the board of regents.
Nine retiring faculty will also be
recognized.
Dr. William Dodson Jr., minister of
the First Baptist Church of Benton,
will give the invocation.
The Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble with Dennis
L. Johnson as conductor and James A.
Wright as assistant conductor will
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More than 1,300 degrees will be
conferred at Murray State University
on Saturday, May 11 in the-68th
annual spring cotnmencement exercise to begin at 10 a.m. in Racer
Arena.
Delivering valedications as the
Outstanding Senior Woman and Man
in the 1991 class will be Maronda L.
Dockery of Elizabethtown and Vernon Keith Gargus of Mayfield.
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, president, will
offer observations and confer degrees, which include master's, bachelor's and associate. Mid-year, spring,
and 1990 and 1991 summer graduates
will participate in the formal capand-gown ceremony.
Dr. James L. Booth, provost and
vice president for academic and student affairs, will be assisted in presenting candidates for degrees to
Kurth by the deans and the graduate
coordinator in academic affairs.
Recipients of,six Regents Awards
for Teaching Excellence will be recognized and prese,pted-$1,000 awards
by Kerry B. HarVey of Benton,chair-
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Small businesses
build America's future
For the past 27 years Americans have celebrated
"Small Business Week," a time to honor America's
small business men and women nationwide. This year
Small Business Week will be observed May 5-11.
More than 20 million Americans own a small business; and the rest of us benefit from their ingenuity,
enterprise and hard work. Small business deserves much
of the credit for the economic well-being of our communities and our country.
President Bush recently said that the importance of
small businesses "cannot be overstated." He said that
"by testing thousands of new ideas, products and processes in the marketplace, they are inventing America's
future.''
Consider this: Small business owners create two out
of every three new jobs, are responsible for most job
training, employ about half of the nation's private sector
work force, and are the major employers of younger.
older, and female workers. Over half the inventions we
take for granted came from small companies, such as
the zipper. the artificial heart valve, the pacemaker and
insulin.
Small business is also helping to put a dent in America's foreign trade deficit, contributing about 20 percent
of total U.S. exports. In addition, smaller manufacturers
are suppliers to larger industrial-companies, which are
_
important exporters.
business men and _women_ femain America's _
pioneers. The 'development of new enterprises depends
on many factors: hopes. dreams, hard work; ambition,
and Often. 12-18 hour work days. The small business
men and women of America truly follow a great heritage. They are *building America's future, and they help
ensure that America will continue to grow and prosper
in freedom and opportunity__

Letter to the editor

REALTORS appreciate
Weaks Center helpers
Dear Editor: The Murray-Calloway County Board of REALTORS landscaped the
George Weaks Community Center on Saturday, April 19;1991. Nearly all
the bankers in town bent their backs helping the REALTORS with the
actual planting of the shrubbery.
This idea came from the Aflame/REALTOR Task Force early this year
and What has been finished at this point will be presented to Calloway
-County and the Murray community at a Business After Hours at the Community Center on May 14, 1991.
The Directors of the Murray-Calloway County Board of REALTORS
adopted the landscaping of the George Weaks Community Center as a
long range project. When contact with various businesses began, it quick!y turned into a community project. Rolling Hills Nursery, Shirley Florist
& Garden Center. Hoffman Nursery. Murray Lumber Co., MurrayCalloway Co. vocational Center, Calloway Co. Road Dept., and many of
our affiliates helped to make this project possible.. Ann Williams drew the
landscaping design, prepared the ground for us and donated a tree. Jim
and Joan Vaughan donated 2 trees.
•
Thanks to all these wonderful people and the community spirit they
-nave shown to help create some beauty around the Community Center.
Mary Jane. Roberson. President, Board of REALTORS
711 - Main St, Murray, Ky.- 42071

Todayin _History

‘_.

Today is Monday. May 6, the 126th day of 1991. There are 239 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hx.,dred years ago, on May 6,..I891, electrician Irwin H. Hoover
began installing the first electrical wiring in the White House. (According
to William Scale in "The President's House," published by the White
House Historical Association, President Benjamin Harrison and his wife,
Caroline. refused to touch the switches that operated the electric lights
because- they feared being shocked.)
On this date:
In 1937. the hydrogen-filled German dirigible "Hindenburg" burst into
flames and crashed while docking in_Lakehurst, N.J., killing 36 of the 97
people on board.
In 1941. 50 years ago. Soviet dictator Josef Stalin assumed the premiership, replacing Vyacheslav M. Molotov.
In 1942. during World War 11, U.Urces under Gen. Jonathan Wainwright surrendered Corregidor to the: Japanese.
In 1954, medical student Roger Bannister broke the four-minute mile
during a trackvmect in Oxford, England, in 3 minutes, 59.4 Seconds.
Five years Ago: In the wake of the Chernobyl disaster; Soviet officials
revealed radiation had escaped from the damaged nuclear reactor for 36
hours before area residents were evacuated because the plant staff did not
realize .,the seriousness of the accident.
One year ago: Freed American hostage Frank Reed told a news conference in Arlington, Va., he had been savagely beaten by his captors in
Lebanon after two unsuccessful escape attempts.
Thought for Today: "What We call reality i an agreement that people
have arrived at to make lifc more livable.' — Louise Nevelson, RussoAmerican artist (1900-1988).
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The right to write in
If there is one civil right more
precious than all the rest, it is the
right to vote. It underlies our whole
structure of government. But in
Hawaii, this basic ;right recently,
was gravely abridged. In an astonishing display of judicial arrogance, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the 9th Circuit ruled that citizens of Hawaii have no right to
cast "write-in" ballots.
This unbelievable decision surely will be appealed to the Supreme
eoun. It seems probable that the
high court will accept the case, if
only to resolve a conflict between
the 9th and the 4th Circuits. We
may confidently expect a ringing
pronouncement that the right to
write in lies at the very core of the
right to freedom of speech.
No other civil right is .AS deeply
entrenched as the right to vote. The
Constitution begins with the power
vested in the people to elect members of the House. Under the 17th
Amendment, the people gained the
right to elect members of the
Senate.
The 15th Amendment says that
the right of citizens to vote cannot
be denied or abridged on account,
of race_ The 19th Amendment says
that the right of citizens to vote
cannot be denied or abridged on
account of sex.
The 24th Amendment says that

the right to vote in federal elections
cannot be denied or abridged for
failure to pay a poll tax. The 26th
Amendment says that the right of
citizens to vote, provided they are
18 or older, cannot be denied or
abridged on ecount of age.
To be sure, the Constitution
authorizes the states to fix the time,
place and manner of their elections.No one questions the authority of
the states to regulate the designation of polling places and the naming of judges of election. The
counting of ballots, the preservation of ballots, the procedures governing challenges — all these peripheral details are subject to state
law. But the right to vote for a candidate of one's .choice is
fundamental. ,
Not in Hawaii. The state imposes
an absolute ban on write-in voting.
In June 1986, Alan Burdick
informed state officials that he
wished tto case one or more writein votes in the September primary.
They told him that such votes
would be disallowed or ignored. He
went to court, and in May 1990
U.S. District Judge Harold Fong
upheld his plea.
"The right to vote for a candidate of one's choice," said Judge
Fong, "is a fundamental right ...
Being able to vote for the candidate
of 'one's choice, even when that

candidate is not one of the listed
candidates on the ballot, is the type
of significant political expression
which the First Amendment was
designed to protect."
Hawaii contended that the state
has a compelling interest in banning write-in votes. The ban deters
intraparty friction; it discourages
frivolous or fictional candidacies; it
prevents sore losers who have lost
in a primary from running as writeins in a general election.
Judge Fong rejected these arguments out of hand. The state's
desire to curb factionalism
"amounts to a desire to quash any
possible competition generated by
a candidate who does not have a
place on the printed ballot but who
may garner support as a write-in
candidate." The ban strikes at the
very heart of our democratic processes. It amounts to an "enormous" infringement upon First
Amendment rights.

"The state should not paternalistically substitute its judgment as to
what the voters want for the voters:
own judgment. If even one voter
wishes to dissent from the voice of
the majority by writing in the name
of a candidate not available on the
printed ballot, this court believes
that is his right to do so."
All this was lost on Circuit
Judges Robert R. Beezer, Otto R.
Skopil Jr. and Ferdinand F. Fernandez. In an opinion by Judge Beezer
on March 1, they summarily
reversed Judge Fong's decision.
"Burdick does not have a fundamental right to vote for any particular candidate.",The plaintiff has
"ample alternative channels" for
expressing political protest. The
ban "places only minimal restrictions on political speech."
In a similar case in Maryland in
1989, the 4th Circuit came to a
diametrically opposite conclusion.
As a vehicle of political protest,
the court held, a write-in vote even
for a non-existent or fictional character is a matter of right.
Federal judges, of course, are not
popularly elected. If it were otherwise, it would be a sheer pleasure
to write in the name of HumptyDumpty in a race against Judge
Beezer. Humpty-Dumpty would
win in a landslide.

Gulf War vets about to be mailed
There's , been a sharp slump in
the sale of yellow ribbons. But
that's no reason for those in need
of a euphoria-fix to panic. Help is
coming in -a- big way.
An organization of patriots
called Yellow Ribbon America is
planning a spectacular, nationwide
series - of -rallies to celebrate our
Gulf War victory and welcome the
triumphant troops.
.
And the celebrations will be held
in settings that couldn't be any
more traditionally American. Not
in village squares, public parks, in
front of town halls, or on- Main
Street U.S.A.
The gala events will be held in
more than 1,000 shopping malls
across the nation. And on a Saturday, which is always the best day
to be in a shopping center, whether
to buy something, hang out, meet a
famous disc jockey or celebrate a
military triumph.
The organizers of the event say
they have lined up scores of corporate sponsors, and others are
expected to sign on. Some of the
sponsors will provide "gift paks" to
all Gulf vets who show up. As they
said in a news release, "The package will 'feature information on
special offers and discounts from
participating companies."
"A spokesman Mt Yellow Ribbon
America said veterans of World
War II, the Korean War and
Vietnam are also invited to come
and be honored at the shopping
center rallies, although nothing was
said about giving them corporate
"gift paks." Nor did he say anything about those who served in
, Grenada or Panama, but it can be
assumed that they would get at
least a cup of coffee if they show
up.
So if there are shopping centers
anywhere near your community,
chances are that one of them will
be taking part in the big day. They
will if they're smart. The organizers expect 10 million people to turn
out, so if every one of them spends
only $10, it could be,one of the
biggest retailing days since we last_
celebrated the birth of Jesus Christ.
As a patriotic American, I was
cheered by the news of this coming
attraction, although I was momentarily disappointed that I don't
qualify fora•
corporate "gift pak."
But then I remembered that in the
foreign land -where I served, there
were no local religious laws against
boozing and cavorting with

females, and 1 felt better.
The only flaw in the plans for
this grand day is that we have to
wait until June 15 for the Super
Saturday. And that's unfortunate,
because a lot of gloomy partypoppers are on an anti-euphoria
kick these days.
-For example, I just received a
copy of one of his "Essays in
Theology," by Rev. Richard P.
McBrien, chairman of Notre
Dame's theology department.
Space doesn't permit me to
repeat the entire essay — and as a
euphoric patriot, I wouldn't,
because he actually thinks the war
was morally wrong. But here is
part of what he wrote:
"The glow has faded from the
allies' 'great military victory' in
the Persian Gulf. Instead of bask-

ing in the sunlight of a 'new world
order,' the Gulf region is in an
even greater mess today than it was
on January 15, when President
Bush initiated military action
against Iraq.
"Kuwait is still literally ablaze,
its atmosphere thickened with pollution, its skies darkened at midday, its waters and shores coated
with oil, its national character sullied by incidents of brutal revenge
against Iraqis and Palestinians.
"Iraq's own infrastructure is in
shambles. Many thousands, even
millions, of its citizens have been
deprived of the, basic necessities of
life: water, electricity, housing,
transportation and medical care.
"Encouraged ,by President Bush
to overthrow Saddam Hussein (but
without the necessary military supPon), the Kurds in the north and
the Shiite Muslims in the sourth
were savagely beaten back and
then driven from their homes.
"Hundreds of thousands of refugees, including countless children
and aged, have been devastated by
disease, malnutrition and exposure
to the elements. Their efforts to
escape the Saddam regime have, in

turn, created new and overwhelming problems for the bordering
nations of Turkey and Iran."
Boy, if there's anything I can't
stand it's a- nit-picker. -Fm- -surprised that he also didn't complain
about the inept surgery that kills
patients in some VA hospitals. Or
that he didn't mention Saddam's
big birthday party, during which
Saddam acted like a hero and the
band played: "I Did It My Way."
Sure, that part of the world is a
bigger mess than it was before we
restored the emir of Kuwait to his
gold toilet seat, but that's to be
expected. After a Super Bowl, the
stadium is always covered with
glop.
I suspect that Rev. McBrien's
problem is that he isn't a sports
fan. If he were, he would understand why we are having big celebrations. It has been explained by
sports theologian Slats Grobnik:
"Remember, a' bloop hit looks
like a line drive in the box score.
"Even if you win ugly, a win is a
win.
-"And the game ain't over until
the last Kurd is out."
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Looking back
Ten years ago
Donna Swift, senior at Calloway
County High School and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift, is
featured as Miss Spring 1981 for
the annual Miss Spring Special
Section of the Murray Ledger &
Times today.
Murray High School Concert
Band, directed by Charles Cobb,
received a superior rating at Kentucky Music Educators Association
Concert Festival at Murray-State
University.
- Winners of Bass Tournament by
Kentucky Lake Bass Club out of
Kenlake Sllarina were Larry Camp,
Darrell Reynolds an4 Porter
Mangrum.

Skipper Bennett, Bill Collie,
Twenty years ago
whipped
Hargis, Woody Herndon,
Joyce
winds
force
Tornado
through Calloway County last night Kenneth Hirsch, Carol Jackson, Joe
leaving a path, of uprooted trees Overby, Mary Wells Overbey, Carand overturned buildings. The ol Quertermous, Mary Anna Walmobile home residence- of Mr. and lace and Ann Wrather are seniors
Mrs. Donnie Buchanan and two- at Murray High School named to
year-old daughter was completely National Honor Society.
Recent births reported at Murray
destroyed while the family was in
injury
include a boy--to Mr: and
Hospital
The
only
home.
mobile
the
reported by the Buchanan family —Mrs. Donald Starks, a girl to Mr.
was a cut on Donnie's right arm. and Mrs. James Johnson, a girl to
Elected as officers of Creative James H. and Sandra McKinney,
Mit Department of Murray and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Woman's Club were Mrs. A.W. Ezell.
Forty years ago
Russell, Mrs. Dan. Harrell, Mrs.
Pvi Holmes Dunn has graduated
John Thompson and Mrs. Robert
from Radar School at KCCSICT
Hopkins.
Field, Mississippi. He has now
Thirty years ago

been assigned to Stewart Air Field,
New York.
Elected as officers of Calloway
County Women's Medical Society
were Mrs. J.A. Outland, Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, Mrs. Hugh Houston
and Mrs. Rob Mason.
HolLydia Weihing and Lillian'
lowell, members of Murray Branch
otAmerican Association of University Women, auended a state
meeting or AAUW held April 28
and 29 at Cumberland Falls State
Park.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge C. Riley,
Aphl 22, ind a boy to Mr. and
Ws. John -David Thompson, May
1.
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Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, seated at left, and Calloway County
• Judge/Executive George Weaks
proclaim the month of May as
National Mental Health Month
and the 25th anniversary of the
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc. Pictured witnessing the signing are, from left,
Joan Lovett, program director
for the Calloway WKRMH-MR
board; Donald W. Fox, executhe
director of the WKRMH-MR
board; and (iinny Hutson, program director of the WKRMHMR board.

Shuttle astronauts wrap up work
on 'Star Wars' research mission
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Discovery's astronauts completed last-minute experiments and
checked the shuttle's systems for
today's landing in the desert after a
-Star Wars' research mission
dogged by. mechanical problems.
The weather forecast was favorable for the scheduled 2:49 p.m.
EDT touchdown at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif.
"Most of all the payloads are
buttoned up on the shuttle and
ready to come back home," NASA
flight director Rob Kelso said this
morning.
- About --an --hour before -landing,
the astronauts were to fire braking
rocietS to drop Discovery out of
orbit and begin the fiery dive to
Earth.
Although the eight-day- flight
encountered several glitches, the
astronauts helped the Pentagon
achieve about 99 percent of what it
hoped to, said Air Force Col. John
Armstrong, deputy mission
director.
Armstrong said today the
research "promises to be a giant
step forward" for the Strategic
Defense Initiative, known as "Star
Wars," which is working on
designs for a space defense system.
The crew captured spectacular
images of .atmospheric light, or
aurora, and gathered data that
could someday help differentiate
between natural and nuclear sources of X-rays and verify whether
nuclear test treaties are being
observed.
The crew also released and later
retrieved a satellite that studied
exhaust plumes from the shuttle
and..chemical and gas releases —
information needed by the Pentagon to develop a system for detecting and destroying enemy missiles.
As the $94 million satellite
watched and recorded with its
cameras and other sensors, the
,shuttle executed tricky flips and
twists.
Glitches included the failure of
recorders for collecting information
from several experiments, the failure of an X-ray detector and the
nine-hour delay of the first plume
test when the satellite got studk in
the wrong position.
Release of the satellite was
delayed a day so the crew could
finish aurora observations with an

Murray woman
hurt in two-car
accident Sunday

f Calloway
cal Society
, Mrs. Congh Houston

II

Murray Mayoi Bill Cherry, seated at left, and Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weeks
proclaim the week of May 5-11 as
National Nurses Week and May 6
as National Nurses Day. Pictured
witnessing the signing are, from
left, Dr. Nancy Nygaard, chairman of the Department of Nursing at Murray State University;
Jane Houghton, director of nursing at West View Nursing Home;
Shirley Spratt, R.N., Kentucky
Tech; and Lynn A. Meurer,
director of nursing at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

A Murray woman was injured in
a two-vehicle accident Sunday,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department. Marylin Wright, 22, of Hester
Hall, Murray, suffered minor head
injuries after the car she was riding
in was struck by another car at the
intersection of 15th and Main
around 9:30 a.m., police said.
Wright was a passenger hi a car
driven by Janet Howard, 22, of
Hester Hall, Murray, who was
northbound on 15th Street. Howard
apparently pulled into the path of a
car driven by Charles G. MacMurray, 66, of Quail Creek Drive,
Murray, who was westbound on
Main, police said.
MacMurray and another passenger in the Howard vehicle, 18-yearold Denise DimaJc, of Hester Hall,
were not reported injured, police
said.

instrument that was using up coolant faster than expected.
Discovery's military mission is
the 40th shuttle flight and America's 71st manned spaceflight.
The flight was the first of eight
military shuttle missions to be conducted without a news blackout.
Pentagon officials lifted the secrecy primarily to save the
multimillion-dollar cost of spyproof procedures.
During their last full day in
space Sunday, the seven astronauts
finished several military tests and
checked out the shuttle's systems.
They.. alsn_crtniMCMOtaled_
30th anniversary of America's first
manned spaceflight — Alan Shepard's 15-minute suborbital trip
May 5, 1961.
"Thirty years ago, we were flying one man at a time. Now we're
flying seven or mire," said shuttle
commander Michael Coats. "So
we're all wondering what it's going
to be like 30 years from now, how
many people will be up here in
what kind of vehicle."
Astronaut Richard Hieb hopes
"the vehicle has.a lot more trash
stowage area than this one has,"
Coats said, laughing. The scene of
the crew members on the flight
deck was beamed down live by a
shuttle camera.
Additional observations were
made Sunday with two instruments
whose data recorders failed shortly
after liftoff.
Some of the instruments' experiments were saved Saturday when
the astronauts did a repair job that
involved splicing wires and snaking cable through the cabin.

Seven Seas

SUPER COLOSSAL
Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw

I lealth and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999
Located in University Square

Check the new everyday low menu prices at
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide Rated 12
Star) Restaurant.

N. 12th St.

The Reliable Drugs Senior Savings card
entitles everyone 60 years 01 age or
older to receive an incredible 100/0 OFF
EVERYTHING* you buy at Reliable Drug
Stores every Wednesday. That's in
addition to our already low prices.
And remember, senior citizens save
1004 EVERYDAY on prescriptions.**
You can save:
• legru off all name brand merchandise
• ION off all Reliable brand merchandise
• An adtittlesei le% ell all sale merchandise
• 10/
1
2 off Beans dim merchandise

WENOWACCEPT
All NATIONWIDEPRESCRIPTIONPLAN CARDS
AM1 • 1101LERMAKERS • UMW • WESTERN GROWERS
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PRICES AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THROUGH SUNDAY, MAY 12, 1991
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EXTRA STRNGTH

REVLON
0E3 PERFECT
TOUCH

• 3 OZ CREAM
• 7 CT SUPPOSITORIES

TYLENOL-

MONISTAT 7

GELCAPS

TRESEMME
• HAIRSPRAY

MOUSSE, GEL, m01
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SHAMPOO
CONDITIONER
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389 11?9 377

Carlisle County
Sheriffs home,
other businesses
damaged by shots

DRAMS
•
t

$300
MAIL
IN
REBATE

• SPEARMINT LEAVES

IN 'STORE

• FRUIT BUNCH
• SPICETTES
• ORANGETTES

EVEREADY BRACH'S
CANDY

SUPER HEAVY DUTY
BATTERIES

_ The Carlisle County Sheriff's
Department is investigating three
shooting incidents — one at the
sheriff's home — Saturday night,
according to a published report.
Two unidentified guests of Carlisle County Sheriff Will Ben Martin, a woman and a.girl, were narrowly missed by bullets fired from
a semi-automatic rifle and pistol
fired at his home located about two
miles east of Bardwell on Kentucky 1181 just before midnight,
according to the report.
Also shot at were an Ashland
service station and Chevron Food
Mart on the edge of Bardwell about
10 minutes after Martin's home
was hit, the report said.
All the shots were fired from a
moving vehicle.
Two suspects and a possible
motive are known at this time but
no arrests have been made, the
report said.

LOOK FOR UP TO I 49 REBATE COUPON
IN YOUR LbCAL SUNDAY NEWSPAPER
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Life House plans events
••„.

•-•„„-, •

Murray Life House Crisis Pregnancy Center, located at 1506
Chestnut St., Murray, will hold its
annual "Walk for Life" on Saturday. May 18, from 9:30 a.m. to 12
noon.
This year the 5 kilometer "walk"
will be followed from 12 noon to.?
p.m. by a new event, the "Family •
Life Fair,', a carnival-type celebranon with game booths provided by
a variety of area churches.
The fair will conclude with the
First Ministerial Staff Tricycle
Race, a contest of skill, agility and
bumility between some of
Jorave-•-leaders- of the churches of
Murray and Calloway County.
This fund-raising and public
awareness event is Open to people
- of all ages. Walkers are asked...to
register for the event by bringing
thier sponsorship form to the Murray State University Curris Center
main entrance on Chestnut Street at
9:3Q a.m. on Saturday. the morning
of the walk. •
At registration. walkers will
receive a., map detailing the walk
route and rest and drink stops.
Students who have received S25
or more in .sponsorship__p_idgcs_
and adults who have -received at
least S60 in pledges will receive a
•,free "Walk for Life" t -shirt.
Walkers will not bo-asked tocollect -funds-

,
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-
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-
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walk; instead the Murray Life
House will be responsible for this.
Admission to the Family- Life
Fair is free to all who "Walk for
Life" and to those providing boothOthers will be admitted at $2 per
individual or S5 for a family of any
ee
•!
size.
- Lunch and concession items will
be for sale. Booth activities are
appropriate__ for ages, preschool__
through adult. There is no charge
for the first 10 booth tickets per
person.
day will culminate with the
Thet
awarding of,prizes from the ‘arious
booths and the "Ministerial Staff
Tricycle Race" mentioned abo‘e
The Young-at-heart Club of St. Leo Catholic Church participated in
WS
alker may obtain spOnsorship
the celebration of the golden wedding annisersary of Andy and Dorforms by contacting the Murray
inn) Rachoy on April 17 at Parish Center. The couple is pictured
Life House at753-0700. Churches
abose with their special anniversary cake. Also honored were those
interested in providing an activity
hasing April birthdays who are, bottom picture, Fred Sullisan, seabooth or ministerial staff willing to
ted, standing, from left, Grace Witmanski, Eleanor D'Angelo and Sal'participate in the tricycle race. call
lie Gay. The seniors meet at the Parish Center at 12 noon each third
Sharon Sicbold at 753-6487.
Wednesday of the month.
Murray 'Life House is a nondenominational Christian ministr\
which works to meet the phyisical.
emotional and spiritual needs of the
girls and women facing unplanned
pregnancies in the Purchase area. It .;
receives iici--gOeriiifieriCiir -United-Way funds and is supported entirely by the contributions of Individu-,.
als and churches. according to Phil'

Tee 12 - Rowena Cullom Mary
Ladies' Day Golf `at Murray
Frances Bell Tonja Fike and Terry
Country Club will be Wednesday,.
Shertzen
May 8. starting with a shot-gut ' Tee 11 • Lula Bingham Betty Scott,
Faira Alexander and Sue Costello
start at 9.30 a.m.
Ti. 8 - Laverne Ryan. Patty ClayAnyone not listed in the followpool Barbara Tompkins and Ann
ing pairings may come to be paired
Browr
at the tee or call one of the hostesTi. 7 - Shirley Jenstrom Geri
ses. Anna Mary Adams. 753-1238. Andersen, .Marion . popie and Bonnie
or Mary FrInces Bell, 753-4737.
Kessler
The lineup is as follows:
Winners of golf play on WednesTiff 18 - Mary ,Bogard, Frances
day. May 1. have been released by
Hulse Edith Garrison and Sue Browr
Tee 17 - Venela Sexton Toni HopMartha Ryan and Billie Cohoon.
son Betty Hinton and Martha Ryan.
hostesses. is follows:
Tee 16 - Joanna Gibbs. Betty StewChampionship flight - Mary
art, Billie Condon arid Billie Wilson
Bogardi
GarCathryn
Ti. 15 • Betty Lowry,
First flight - _Toni Hopson,
rott, Louise Larnn and Freda- Steely
Ti. 14 - Evelyn Jones inus Orr.
Second flight - Sue Brown;
Peggy Shoemaker and Lots Keller.
Third flight - Edith- Garr'Kon:
Tee 13 • Anne Mary, Adams,
Fourth flight - Patty Claypool:
.Fraps Richey •Maiga-rer Snuffer! arid
Most fun - Mug Rigsby.
Hazel Hill,

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club have luncheon; nieeting planned

•

The problem

NAIL FUNGUS
The solution

FUNGI-NAIL
Try this safe. simple. effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of hail
fungus Fights thick, split, discolored
nails Two powerful anti-fungal agents
fight a nfection on toenails and fingernails Provides relief from the pain and
the fungus Easy to apply as
nail polich No prescription needed
Do you use Artificial Nails?
Then ou should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails
•4-•

Oaks' events Wed4nesday
Ladies: day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 8.
Bridge Xxill be played at 9:3(}a.m. with Urbena Koencn,
753-4508. as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Bronda• Parker and Sue Stone
as hostesses.
Members may come and be
paired at the tee:
Winners of golf play on Wednesday. May 1, have been released by
Joanne Honefanger and Murrelle

Walker, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Laura
Parker, first, Burlene Brewer,
second;
-.First flight - Ada Sue Roberts,
first, Irene Woods, second;
Second flight - Debbie Ray, first,
Martha Broach and Crystal Parks
tied for second with Broach winning on count back;
Third flight - Linda Roach and
Hazel Beale tied with Roach winning on count back.

by Louise Short. She also gave a
report on "Cooking-tith Herbs and
Spices."
-Singing was led by Mrs. Cooper
with Mrs. Short as pianist. Recreation was directed by Anita Purvis.
Others present were Rozina Zimmerman, Lottie 'Hurt, Dorothy'
Sobeski, Mary Gertzen, Lavine
Carter, Christine Collins and Mary
Hopson.
The club will meet Wednesday.
May 8, at 10 a.m. at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.

Harris Grove Club meets at Ellis
and clothes of the "Microfibers"
are soft like silk.
Margaret Taylor read an inspirational poem on the effectiveness of
lirayeri Menfb&s answered the roll
call by named their favorite
flowers.
Hostesses were Lurlene Wilkerson and Martha Wrablik.
Members are asked to bring
materials to make button jewelry to
the next meeting on Wednesday,
May 8. at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center.
Martha White and Molene Armstrong will be hostesses.

WALLPAPER for a PENNY
Buy one roll of selected
In-stock wallpaper

Andy Williams married on Friday

24-hour Program Information
f 502i 753-3314

GET SECOND ROLL FOR

S.

1422A
IS.
$c99
, Pepperoni th,/ . Tax
• t4116

18- $999
Party

. Ta.

"Home of the
Largest Pizza in Town-

759-1551
CLASSIC DINERS

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
FREE Dollvery ANY Tirno!
Frl. ft Set 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Central C.onter (Nen is Big B Cremes)

Cancer group meeting Tuesday
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday. May 7, at 3 p.m. in the private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. John Bright, dermatologist, will speak about 'Skin Cancer.' For more information contact Nancy
Rose, R.N., 762-1389.

Band Concert at CCMS
The Sixth Grade Band of Calloway County Middle School will present a
concert tonight (Monday} at 7 p.m. at the school. The public is invited to
attend the event.

Church meeting Tuesday

Bingo games Tuesday

Pottertozvn Club has meeting

759-4979

Baptist Women, Baptist Young Women and Hattie Lee Galloway Group of
Westside Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, May 7, at 7 p.m. at the church,
located on South Johnny Robertson Road. The Rev. Terry Sills, director of
missions for Blood River Baptist Association, will speak about the 'Idaho/
Utah Link Up.' All women of the church and other interested persons are
invited to attend.

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, May 7, from 12 noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free service of
the church, located on Sycamore Street at South 15th Street.

Katherine Ray. president. presided at the April meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club held at
Ellis Center.
The major lesson on "Clothing
Preview for'Spring/Summer 1991'
was presented by 'Melva Cooper.
She said "higher priceis for clothing
reflect the impact of Desert Storm
on world availibilitylnd price of
faVrics such as polyester, nylon,
olefin and acrylic."
Mrs. Cooper added that the hemline -is short: the tailored coat dress
is in; color-blocking is fashionable:

aell
g
4
306 Main St.

Westside groups will meet

Free checks Tuesday

The devotion was given by Clovis Brown. Reports were given by
the secretary and treasurer.
"Fashion Update" was the major
lesson presented by Donna JackPouertown Homemakers Club
son. Mrs. Gallimore read .the speits April meeting at Majestic
held
cial newsletter on "Cooking • with
.Royale, Holiday Inn, with Bobbie
Herbs and_Spices.Cook-, preside-nt. presiding and
. present - were --Eurerte---Cooper----giving the devoQther inenibers
Inez Butterworth. Twila Coleman. tional thoughts.
Brenda Erwin. Beauton Hart.
Reports were given by Kay. CarlDelyghte Humphreys, Clovis Jones. • son, secretary., and Mary Moore,
Imogene Paschall, Sherfie Paschall, treasurer. The club had the Country
Delpha Taylor and Linda Store at the Tasting Luncheon held
by Calloway County Homemakers.
Club members discussed the
"Fashion Up-Date" was the
Tasting Luncheon and International
major lesson presented by Jo
Day events planned by Calloway
Roberts. Landscape notes on how.
County Homemakers.
to care for geraniums were given
The club - will.ineet Wednesday,
May 8, at'l:30 p.in. at the home of
Mrs. Hart,

Avertable at your pharmacy or have
them contact KrafININ Laboratortes
8778 S W 8 St , Allem FL 33174

Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Tuesday, May 7, at
4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Centre.
The agenda will include the presentation of objectives and the election of
officers for 1991-92. Joe Benson, president, urges all interested persons to
attend.

-GtbuplrorChrislian -Worn-en's FeWowthip and-Friendly Hands oi First
Christian Church will Meet together on Tuesday, May 7, at 10 a.m, in the
Fellowship Hall of the church. A potluck luncheon will be served at 11:30
a.m. Dr. David Roos, pastor, will present a program on 'Crosses of the
Bible.'

Ladies' golf Wednesday

An outing to Lambert's Restautant at Sikeston. Mo.. was held by
14 members of South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club on Wed. nesday. April 10.
Members met at the home of
Sandra Gallimore and carpooled to
Sikeston for lunch.
luta Hugo. presiclent4resided
at a busincs
. s meeting. Member-s"
answered the roll call by naming
their favorite flowers.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

NEW YORK (AP) — Andy Williams, the 60-year-old crooner
known -for his rendition of "Moon
River," married girlfriend Debbie
Haas, the singer's spokesman said.
Williams and Ms. Haas, 36.
exchanged vows 'Friday night in a
civil ceremony attended by family
and close friends at the singer's
Manhattan residence, publicist Paul
Shefrin .said.
It was the second marriage for
both the bride and the groom, who

planned to spend their honeymoon
in the Dominican Republic, Shefrin
said Saturday. They had been dating for four years, he said.
Williams' recordings include
"Born Free." "Canadian Sunset"
and "The Days of - Wine and
Roses.".His television variety
show from 1958 to 1971 garnered
an Emmy award.
Williams has three children from
his previous marriage to Claudine
Longet.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
'Where your ideas turn to gold.'
Dixieland Center

759-1141

Binguames, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, May
7, at 7 tirn. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Singles meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, May 7, at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, May 7, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons
who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Story Hours planned
Story Hours will be on Tuesday, May 7, at 10:30 a.m. and Wednesday,
May 8, at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library,
according to Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director at the library. Story Hours
are for children, 3 to 8. Parents and Twos will be at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday
and Wednesday. For information call 753-2288.

Murray TOPS Chapter
TOPS *Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, May 7, at 7 p.m. at Southside'Manor
Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international, nonprofit weight-control organization with over 320,000 members world-wide. Its
program is based on a combination of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For More information call Lois Wilcox at
759-9964

Woman's Club to meet tonight
A memorial service for members who have died during the past year will
start the general meeting of the Murray Woman's Club tonight (Monday) at
6:45 p.m. at the club house. Opal Howard will conduct the special service in
memory of Juletta Christopher, Margery Crawford and Lochie Hart. Family
members of the three deceased members are invited to attend. Soloist will
be Gydeen Fisher, Ruth Davis, Hampton, governor of First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, will speak and install the new officers
for 1991-92. Barbara Brandon, president, and Gerry Reed, first vice president, urge all members to attend. Hostesses for the social hour will be members of Kappa and Theta Departments.

Style Show on Tuesday
'Express Yourself' will be the theme of the Style Show to be presented by
the Fashion Design Class of Calloway County High School on Tuesday,
May 7, at 7 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Fashions from Corn-Austin and formal wear by Carter Studio will be featured in the show. Marlene Beach is the teacher of the class. Door prizes
will be given. Admission will be 50 cents per person. The public is invited to
attend..

Methodist women plan event
The annual Mother-Daughter potluck of United Methodist Women of First
United Methodist Church will be Tuesday, May 7, at 6 p.m at the church.
Each year the ladies of UMW sponsor this event for all of the women of the
church. Each one is invited to bring A friend (an adopted mother or daughter
for the evening) if mother or daughter is not available. No reservations are
needed. The Waters/Doran Circle will be hostesses for the event. The
Executive Board will meet at 9 a.m. Tuesday.

Mother-Daughter event planned
Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church will have a
mother-daughter salad supper on Wednesday, May 8, at 6 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the church. If you do not have a mother or daughter here,
you may want to 'adopt' one for the evening Each family should bring one
salad

Stroke Group meeting Wednesday
Stroke Support Group will meet Wednesday, May 8, at'330 p.m. at
-Murray-Galloway County Hospital 'Relationship of Stroke Patient and Family' will be discussed by Dr. Fennessee, assistant professor at Murray State
University, and coordinator of Rehabilitation Services Education. For more
information call Steve Passmore, 762-1137
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Popham-Chambers wedding planned
•

Gift certificates, free tanning,
and a color television are just a few
of the many prizes to be given
away at Summer Makeover on
Tuegliay, May 7, from -7 to 8:30
p.m. at Playhouse in the Park.
All teenage girls are invited to
attend the event, sponsored by
Murray Christian Women's Club.
Shannan Peery of Clinton will be
featured soloist. She is a senior

Brittany and Whittany Chapman, twin daughters of Cindy and Jerry
Chapman of Rt. 1, Dexter, observed their fifth birthdays on April 27.
They celebrated with a party and had a "Sesame Street" cake, ice
cream and presents. Guests were their grandparents, June and Shelton Womack and Ruth and E.G. Chapman, and two aunts, Essie Mullins and Heather Womack.

Shannan Peery
majoring in music at Murray State
University. She will be next year's
intern at Baptist Student Union at
MSU.
Rhonda Beam, a self-employed
hairdresser in Murray, will be fca-

Tuesday, May 7
Kappa Department of
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m.
house.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
-Christ: -

ds di First
.m. in the
at 11:30
ses of the

Boy Seoul Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

Rhonda Beam
tured as speaker and
selectmodels from the audience for free
makeovers.
Each .girl attending will receive
free gifts, but must be present to
win.
Refreshments will be servecLon
the deck at the conclusion of the
event.
Tickets for $I will be sold at the
door, For additional information
call Jill Courtney, -492-8899.
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RADNOR, Pa. (AP) — Kermit _
the Frog, Miss Piggy and the other
Muppets will slowly make their
way back to television, starting
with a special tentatively set for .
Halloween.
Brian Henson, son of Muppet
creator Jim Henson, has been overseeing the creatiods since his father
died nearly a year ago.
Brian Henson says in the May 11
issue of TV Guide that Jim Henson
.Procluctions wants to get the Muppets "back on the air and to do
more with them. We'll start in a
small way, primarily with holiday
specials."
Other than CBS' tribute to Jim
Henson in November, the Muppets
have been inactive since his death.
They've been seen in reruns of
"Sesame Street."

First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out and UMW Executive
meeting/9 a.m.; Mother-Daughter
pollutt/6 p.m. ----

Murray Woman's Club general
meeting/6:45 p.m./club house.
-Murray-Calloway County - Camera Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

Groups of First Baptist Church
Women include Dorothy Group/
with Eva Morris/11 a.m.; Kathleen
Jones/with Laurine Andrus/2 p.m.;
Bea Walker/with Lynda Cooper/7
p.m.

First Baptist Church WMS.
groups will meet as- as • follows:
Louie Moon with Mary Nell Riley.
and Betty Sledd with Pam
Williams/7 p.m.

Kentucky n' Barkley Bass and
Gals/7 p.m. at Louie's.

Literacy Tutor- Appreciation
Dinner/6:30 p.m./Calloway County
High School.

LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and. 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Wier Valley
Community Center.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Dexter Senior Citizens/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./activities by senior citizens.
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m. at Annex of Calloway Public Library.

Child abuse is a reality in the
commonwealth of Kentucky.
Estimates indicate one out of
every four homes contains victims of this tragedy. The Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is recognizing April
as Child Abuse Prevention
Month.
Child abuse can exist In many
forms. Including physical, sexual, verbal, emotional., and as
neglect. Victims of child abuse
come from every segment of the
community, regardless of Income level, race or religion. For
each case of abuse reported
some three to four go unreported. National statistics show
substance abuse is involved in
as many as 90 percent of reported child abuse cases.
The Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, Inc. would
like to offer the§,e 12- alternatives, produced by the Kentucky

Council on Child Abuse,
lashing out at your kid:
1. Take a deep breath. And
another. Then remember you
are the adult.
2. Close your eyes and imagine you're hearing what your
child is about to hear.
3. Press your lips together and
count to 10. Or better yet. to 20.
4. Put your child In a time-out
chair. (Remember the rule: one
time-out minute for each year of
age.)
5. Put yourself in a time-out
chair. Think about why you are
angry: Is it your child, or is your
child 'simply a convenient target
for your anger?
6. Phone a friend.
7. If someone can watch the
children, go outside and take a
walk.
8. Take a hot bath or splash
cold water on your face.
9. Hug a pillow.
10. Turn on some
Maybe even sing along.

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday

‘1
11%%

Bonnie Bleemel Popham and
Paul Douglas Chanthers to marry

DEAR
ABBY
.
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My father taught ment than If the IRS -caught"
my brother at a very early age that you. The longer you wait, the
on being introduced to someone, he more severe the penalty, so call
8hou1s:L.alwaya _look that person
__
_ _
straight in the eye and deliver a firm
handshake. "It's a sign. of good
character and sincerity," Dad used
to say. .
DEAR READERS:A timely reIs that right, Abby? I hope not, minder:Next Sunday is Mother's
because our son-in-law has one of Day,and here I am again with a
those "dead fish" handshakes, and suggestion that could be the most
he rarely looks a person straight in appreciated Mother's Day gift
the eye.
your mother has ever received.
RICHMOND, VA. And the price is right.
It makes no difference if you
DEAR RICHMOND: A firm are 8 years old or 65; if you are
handshake and the practice of lucky enough to has" a mother,
looking a person straight in the sit down and write her a letter. It
eye make a good first impression, doesn't have to be a literary masbut they're not a reliable index terpiece -- just a few sentences
of one's character or sincerity. telling her how much she means
There are people who can deliver to you, and why. If you are in a
a firm handshake and look you sentimental mood,go ahead and
straight in the eye while they lie verbalize some thoughts you've
through their teeth.
felt, but never expressed before.
Character and sincerity- are
revealed only by performance.

And be sure to date it, because
long after the nightgowns,
purses and hankies are worn and
discarded,I'll bet your letter wilt
be tucked away for safekeeping
with other cards and letters your
mother just couldn't bring herself to throw away.
How do I know? My letters
were.

F:verything you'll need to know about
planning& wedding can befound in Abby's
booklet."How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
I (1 order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelop_e, plus check or money
order for $3.95 154.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, HI. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

***

Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic
Church/7 p.m./Gleason Hall.
Vacation Bible School Clinic of
Blood River Baptist ASsociation/7
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.
Singles will meet at 7 p.m. at University Church of Christ.
Summer Makeover for teenage
girls/7 p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/492-8899.
Free blood 'pressure checks/12
noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh Day
Adventist Church.
Administration of GED Test/8
a.m./Counseling and Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. Info/762-685.1.

Alternatives to child abuse given by board

For Your Convenience Now Otters

:30 p.m. at
t and Famiurray State
. For more

Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/salad supper/5
p.m.fclub house.

First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out and general WMU meeting/9:30 a.m.;
Exercise Classes/11:30 a.m. and
6:30 p.m.

Tuesday, May 7
Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m./activities by senior
citizens.

Bonnie Bleemel Popham and
Paul Douglas Chambers pf Rt. I.
Almo, announce their approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Bert and Bea Bleemel of Rt. 5,
Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Jim and Pat Chambers of Rt. 8,
Murray.
Ms. Popham, a 1972 graduate of
Western High School, Louisville,.
received her associate degree in
accounting from Watterson College, Louisville. She is presently a
senior accounting major at Murray
State University and a seasonal
employee in assembly at Fisher
Price Toys.
Mr. Chambers completed two
years at Tennessee Technical and
has completed additional courses
working toward a degree in finance
at Murray State University. He is
presently employed at Fisher Price
Toys.
The wedding vows will be rlemnized on Saturday, May 18, at
4:30. p.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
A reception will follow at the
Knights of Columbus Hall on
Squire Hale Road off South Johnny
Robertson Road.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

DEAR ABBY: I have never written to you before, but I really need
your advice now. I can't give you my
address because I feel like a fugitive.
Here goes:
My husband and I have never
paid taxes. We are in our early 30s
and have been working since we were
20. When we were very young, we
were ignorant about how to pay taxes
and file and such. Then we just got
careless and never filed. Now we are
afraid to admit that we never filed
because we fear the consequences.
We are born-again Christians and
don't feel right hiding from the law.
We want to make things right,Abby.
.Please help us. Where do we begin?
ANONYMOUSIN THE USA
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Get in
touch with the Internal Revenue
Service. It is listed in your telephone directory.You can expect
to be penalized for your failure
to file, but if you were to come
forward voluntarily, you would
receive more generous treat-

Over 150 Styles in stock to choose fi
Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories
Register for Wind Surfer to be given away.

t

en's Weer &

Tuxedos

%Iurray. sowittizair
()I?mpx
‘1a)firld
Rantcm. V1a.,114.1c1

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compa Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

11. Pick up a pencil and write
down as many helpful words as
you can think of*Save the list.
12. Write or call for prevention
information: Kentucky Council
on Child Abuse 240 Plaza Drive,
Lexington. KY. 40503, 1-800432-9251. or call the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health -Mental Retardation
Board. Inc.'s Crisis and Information Line at 1-800 592 3980,
Remember, abuse does not
necessarily have to be physical.
Verbal abuse, such as "You're
stupid: or "Can't you do anything
rightr, can be very devastating
to a child's morale and self-esteem.

One Meat, Six Vegetables,
$245
Cobblers, Corn Bread Sticks,
All Prepared Daily Country Style!
$245
Senior Citizens Only
We Are Accepting Reservations For Graduation Parties

Claudio
Billington
and
•
Kelly Heal9
have - made selections from
our Wedding Registry.'
Their wedding will be June
22. 1991

Ship Weekly & Save money
9 a.m.- p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
e41 N.

Olettipk Plaza

753-2380

Bel-Air Center

753-5679

MAJESTIC ROME • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE
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1

Give your pet a
of love and ca

United Way

—Humane Society of

Pets Are Wonderful...
Adopt One TOday.
MN&
Murray

INN

Auto Parts

Of..

.4

•Our dedicated shelter staff includes (from left) Shawn Maxwell, volunteer shelter director and instructor with Lisz Susan Thorn, shelter
---A -tech with Lady and-Mehicly.Stroup, shelter tech with Babe. The dogs
pictured are available for adoption at the Animal Shelter, 105 E.
Sycamore, 75'9-4141. The shelter is open to the public 12:30-5 p.m.,
Monday througli Friday and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday.

Hwy. 641 North • 753-4424

IIMIW •

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready - Mix Concrete

753-3540

East Main Street

Murray Animal Hospital
- Office—Hours
By Appointment
1
502-753-2088
306 North 12th Street
Murray
Fred P. Stalls
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd &
759-1909

7

The Annual Pet Fair is held each fall at the Calloway County Park,
This is a fund-raising carnival exult sponsored and directed by the
PAWS group for the area children. The photo showsq group of
youths that participated in the stuffed animal contest.

WOODMEN ol the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
an• .41

The kittens and puppies, dogs and cats pictured onthese pages
are the •result of irrespOnsibie pet ownership.
Animal overpopulation is serious. The Humane Society of the
United States, states that pet owners who allow their pets to breed
are responsible for more than 70,000 puppies and kittens each day
in the U.S. Only one to two out of 10 will find a responsible owner and
home. Others are abandoned on roadsides to face the tragedy of
starvation, diSeaSe, -brutality, traps or cars. The--fort%late ones are
humanely euthani-zed in shelters.
In .six years a breeding female dog and her offspring can be the
- •
67,000 dogs.
source
litterS'Ver year will in
three
to
two
have
may
, A female eat who
for
.producing 420,000
responsible
be
that same six year period

11
4•`'s
Jack & Bernta Covey
Owners
2513 Coldwater Rd.
753-6756

Mitter
FUNERAL HOME
753-4612
311 N. 4th

492-8758
Hazel

A Male .thig or cat may father numerous litters dOy.
The humane Society of Calloway County asks that all persons
take responsibility for their animals by neutering to prevent
•
unwanted births.
Pets are not di.s.posable merchandise.
PREVENT A liii FIR - NEUTER NOW

Ericndi_‘ .Sercice and
Q:t1ility Care For Your Pets"-

VETERINARY
MEDICAL CENTER
753-7011

Turrnerly Headquarter.

Southern States
753-1423
Industrial Rd.

CLEANERS

Owning a pet take:
An adorable little kitten will fit into
your pocket. A cuddly puppy will
snuggle into your lap. But before you
take the plunge into pet ownership, you
should realize that they will not say
babies forever.
Puppies and kittens will grow and may
create havoc in your household. Animal
shelters are full of pets that were thrown
away once they matured.
Before acquiring a companion pct, ask
yourself a few questions. Are you prepared to give it a lifetime of care? Do
you have to feed, exercise and groom :t?

...Jeannine Buchanan D.V.M.
715 S. 12th St.

Irma La Follette was named 1990 Hurt
Humane Society or Calloway County. 1
society's board of directors as well as
many years of active participation in

Murray

a

showing Conler 733-9525
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.

Charley

Hazel, KY
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1pril

Sasha

492-8136

The Office Staff of

•

Compliments of

Warner
Veterinary Clinic

bitierray Ledger & Times
1613 Wisewell

753-3213

- Dr. Burton R. Young
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
•
516 Main St.
1-800-2Fri-1714

753-0123
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N"t1onaI Pet Week

May 5-11

• If

your pet a double dose
ye and care this week
—Humane Society of Calloway County•
-Melissa Johnson and Adam Malone share the happiness of a small
puppy with a resident of West.iew Nursing Home. PAWS (Pets Are
Wonderful Society) members regularly visit the long-term care unit of
the hospital as well as Westview Nursing Home and Fern Terrace
Lodge. Pet therapy is extremely valuable to the elderly and the children and very beneficial to the pets.

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK"
Member FDIC .

"One of the nation's safest banks"
Crrmplanerty
Colemair
tc
York
James
Keith
k,

Blalock-Coleman
F-urteral

4—

7_13 South 4th St.

0.„- ,
DER

753-6800

-House Sitting

Pet Sitting

Call Shawn Maxwell-753-6147
Humane Society Humanitarian of the Year 1987
-••••7••••••-•••••-

WALNMART
Hwy. 641 North - Murray
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6

PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful Society) is the youth group of the
Humane Society. The educational group is open to all youths ages
8-16. We encourage any children concerned with animal welfare to
join this part of the Humane Society. Our children are our future
leaders.

"Since 1928"

Parker I
I
Ford Lincoln-Mercury

Statistics for 1990 released
La Follette was named 1990 humanitarian of the Year by the
ne Society of Callo..ay County. La Follette has served, on the
r's board of directors as well as many committees throughout
years of active participation in the organization.

rig a pet takes responsibility
little kitten will fit into
A cuddly puppy will
our lap. But before you
; into pet ownership, you
that they will not stay
ittens will grow and may
your household. Animal
of pets that were thrown
y matured.
ing a companion pct, ak
questions. Are you pr-. a lifetime of care? Do
I, exercise and groom ,t?

ENTERED
ADOPTED
----.FUTHANIZED
'RECLAIMED
In 1990, 2,716 animals were
euthanized (put to sleep) at the
Animal Shelter.
A majority of them were
healthy, beautiful animals that
could not be kept, due to the lack
of room.
The statistics are appalling and
the reason we require neutering.

CATS
1,319
118
1,180
19

FORD

FORD
MERCURY

MERCURY

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

701 Main St.

DOGS
1,837
182
1,536
117

Murray

753-5273

76yet
iteeo
9u:ewe

•

We will legally force the return
of the animal if it is Bot altered.
We take in any animal from
Calloway County at no charge.

Adopt A Pet Today!

"Be Kind To Animals"

We do ask for donations.
Strays are held for seven days
(by law) to give the owner a
chance to reclaim.

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Can you give it the daily care and companionship it needs? Can you afford the
financial responsibility of ownership —
the food, shots, veterinarian fees, licenses
and medicines?
Can your afford to spay'or neuter so
that needless litters are not produced? Do
you have an adequate home or yard for a
pet?
If you find yourself answering "no" to
any of these questions, you are not ready
for a pet. If all your answers are "yes,'
then you will have a wonderful addition
to your home.

701 Main St.
Modern Technology For Today's Printing Needs"

QUICKPRINT
[

Southside
Shopping
Center
759-4796

of murray
Jessie

440,tic

FAR LANDS
E141C1
AG
AVE
TR
Vacation & Business Travel
502 Maple St.
Murray
753-4646

100 East So. St.
Mayfield
247-8747

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
•
Tim Serugg.. Fir
Woodman Bldg
3rd & Maple
753.4377

>taff of

Young
the

)ciety

„ 711 Main St.

753-1222

201 South Third St.

Misty

Sheba

lit di

00011.11EN of fho WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Herm Ontce Orris.. NE

While shopping with us pick up an
extra bag ofdog or catfood to put in
our drop box. It will be donated to
your local shelter.

STOREY'S

FOOD
GIANT

Johnny Robertson Rd.

B.4-Alr Center

.r.

,

West Side
Veterinary
Service

753-2411
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SPORTS
Trainer's son tunes in —7 this time to see the roses
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Nick Zito gave two sets of out Of -trouble. You've got the best norse."
Antley saved ground until he took Strike the Gold outside
instructions before the Kentucky Derby — one to his son and
and out of trouble.
one to his jockey.
"The horse with the good trip always wins this race.'' Ian
-Whatever you do. don't watch the Mets, watch the KenBest Pal's trainer, said Sunday. "In the stretch he (Best
Jory,
his
told
Gold,
the
Strike
trains
who
Zito,
Derby,"
tucky •
Pal) Jost couldn't. get throligh. He couldn't accelerate until it
8-year-old son.
Alexander Zito had missed seeing the colt win the Blue 'as
Grass Stakes last month because he was watching the Mets , "The Preakness has a smaller field and it always is more of
a horse race."
play on television.
Strike the Gold and Best Pal will meet again in the Preakfather's
his
Ankley.geer
Chris
saw
Alexander
Saturday.
On
eolt isix horses wide at the top of the stretch, then gun him ness on May 18 at Pimlico. The Preakness is run at 1 3-16ths
miles.
lengths in front of Best Pal to win the Kentucky mile, the Derby is
honie
Mane Minister, a surprising third in the 16-horse Derby.
Perbs..
"You•se ridden so many races and won many big races," field, and Corporate Report, who was ninth, also are headed
tito told Antley before he climbed aboard the son of Ayldar. to the Preakness.
The trainers of favored Hansel, who finished 10th. Fly So
-You know how to do it. Save all the ground you can. Stay
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Free, the second betting choice who was fifth, were undecided
on the future of their horses.
Trainer Murray Johnson said Green Alligator, fourth in the
Derby, would skip the Preakness and be pointed to the Belmont Stakes on June 8. ,
Pace-setting Sea Cadet will be sent back to California, Ron
McAnally said, but the trainer will start :Olympio in the
Preakness.
Olympio won the Arkansas Derby, but did not start Saturday because McAnally felt the two weeks between the two
races was not enough time.
While Strike the Gold was among the favorites on Saturday, his victory temporarily silenced backers of the Dosage
Index, which is based on a breeding-stamina formula. It had
been 61 years since a horse with a rating higher than 4 had
(Cont'd on page 11)
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MSU track teams best in OVC; Lady Racers to share title

Celtics, Pistons advance to next round despite injuries

;

David
RAMEY

law

lAdelir & Times Sports Editor

It was pure Hollywood until
the seventh inning Sunday afternoon at Reagan Field.
Here were the upstart Murray
State Thoroughbreds leading 3-0
in the top of the seventh and
nine outs away from winning
the OVC title. On the mound
was the local hero, Rick Grogan, who had battled back from
a life-threatening injury the year
before.
It would have been nice if
nich was safe at first with the bases
By DAVID RAMEY
with his whip-like
Grogan,
loaded and no one out.
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor
motion that reminds some of
With the infield shortened in to
Dennis Eckerseley, would have
Reagan Field was Murray State's Cut off the winning run, senior Jeff struck out the last nine in a
Brown scorched a hard-grounder to
Field of Dreams Sunday.
• _row or something storybook
The damp infield grass played shortstop Phillips Edwards. along those lines so the Thorhavoc on Middle -Tennessee infiel- Edwards also slipped on the turf, oughbreds would have posted a
-ders in the home -half of the 10th and Alfeldt slid in at home with the
3-0 shutout win.
inning, and Murray's Danny winning run, to the delight of a
But he didn't. He had to
Alfeldt scampered home with the spirited crowd of 350 at Reagan
fight through three innings of
Field.
winning run in MSU's 4-3 victory
having lost the velocity on his
"It was an interesting day,"
— a run that gave Murray State:the
and shying away .from
fastball
Ohio Valley Conference thampion- Thoroughbred coach Johnny 'Reachange-up.
his
ship outright. aqd put the OVC gan understated. "We put the ball
The result was three runs that
Tournament in Reagan Field begin- into play, and they made some mis- : tied the game. It could have
takes that we took advantage of it.
ning
been worse. Lesser pitchers, and
In addition to Murray and This has been a very opportunistic lesser men wouldn't have sliced
Tvltddlt, TaKteltb----reriTtirtyl-Anc1---teaniT -We've been able to take
their way out of bases-loaded
Morehead State will -join the festi- advantage of the opposition's miswith no one out in the seventh
ties in the double-elimination tour- takes this season."
runners on second and third
and
"I wasn't sure where the ball had
nament. The Thoroughbreds will
eighth by allowing just
the
in
host Morehead State, while Eastern been hit,''-Aifeldt said. "I didn't
runs.
three
,and MTSU will face off in the sec- have time to think. As soon as the
But Rick Grogan is more of
ball wa,s hit I took off, and it was a
ond game.
than most, and more of
pitcher
Alfeldte the all-time hits-leader at hang-bang play at the plate. It was
anyone you could
than
man
a
Murray State. led off the bottom of a great feeling. It sure makes it all
ever meet. His intelligence on
worthwhile."
the tenth with a clean single to left.
the mound is only matched by
The opportunistic Thoroughbreds
Murray's Jason Haner, who hasn't
his determination.
-tad a sacrifice in two years as a picked, up three runs in the first_—
"Grogan is a gu- y pitcher,"
taking
two
advantage
of
Middle
Thoroughbred, bunted the ball in
baseball coach
Thoroughbred
the air, but a diving effort by errors, a hit batsman, a walk and
said. "He was
Reagan
Johnny
Middle's Doug Philpot fell short three wild pitches.
the last three
guts
on
pitching
Bobby Schoen led off the Murand Murray had runners at first and
always pitched
he's
but
innings,
ray first by reaching on an error..
second.
guts."
on
an
Birkofcr
threw
Catcher Jon Grzanich also Pitcher Jamie
The line drive to the head
bunted. and this time Philpot got to errant pick-off throw moving
Murray State's Danny klfeldt slides in with the winning run in the 10th inning of Murray s 4-3 win over
hospitalized Grogan before
that
the. ball, but slipped in the wet turf Schoen to second. Alfeldt was hit
Middle Tennessee Sunday afternoon. The-victory won the OVC title outright for the Thoroughbreds, and
of last season not only
start
the
Field.
Reagan
at
nest
Sunday
trying to plant and throw and Grza- (Cont'd on page 11)
Murray earned the right to host the (AC Tournament
took him out for the year, it
took his teammates out for the
year.
Basically the same team is
back from last year. except for
No. 13. His presence, more than
Staff Report
his pitching, may explain MurMurray Lodger & Times sports
ray's 14-3 mark in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Both the Murray State men's and women's track teams won OV(His effort Sunday, and the
title
the
(Thampionships on Saturday, but the Lady Racers had to share
cunning style of his teammates
:h Middle Tennessee.
may be the reason the Murray
The RaLer track team-scored 164 points. besting Middle Tennessee with
Thoroughbreds won the
State
45 _and _Niorehead State with 31.
this season. And even if
OVC
The Lady Racers and Lady Raiders each finished with 88. while Eastwin the tournament
don't
they
Kentucky had 66 and Tennessee State scored 35 points.
the third baseball
at
week
next
while
1/4,
Dave
46-1
in
put
shot
.For the Racers. Greg:Deaves won the
his name, it's
bears
that
field
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Murray fakes OVC title outright in 10-inning win, 4-3
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SOCCER
The Murray Catioway County under 12 Dukes
Split in action over the weekend Murray
defeated Calven Ctty No 2 on Saturday, 2-0
with Jeremy Hunt and Nathan Keller scoring
Matt Roberts worked the shutout in net, and
Ryan Pickers and Shane Andrus were cited for
defensive work The Dukers lost to Calvert No
1 on Sunday, 4-1 with Allen Thompson scoring
the Murray goal and Scott Kolbe working on the
defensive end
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IRVING, Texas — Nick Price shot a 2-under.
par 68 for a 10-under 270 Iota and a one•
stroke victory over Craig Stadler (67) in the
Byron Nelson Classic on Sunday Price earned
6190,000 for his first tour victory sinc• the 1983
Word Series ot Golf He closed with a 3-toot
bud* pun on the 16th hole and a pair of critical
pats on the final two hods on the 8,850-yard
TPC at Las Colinas
DALLAS — For the first time, the PGA Tour
used a television replay Sunday to make a rul.
mg and it cost Tom Kite a stroke in the Byron
Nelson Classic. Kite, the third-round leader,
was two strokes off the pace when he hit his
tee shot at No. 11 into the water He and playing partner Phil Blackmer judged the ball
crossed a point of land Jutting into the lake
before entering the waier, and Kite took a penalty drop at that point The PGA Tour rules offithe
cial assigned to monitor television —
instance George Boutell — questioned whether
the ball had crossed that point of land and contacted Mike Shea, the Tours Tournament
Director. Shea reached Kite before he played
his next shot, advised him of the situation and
suggested he should return to the tee to play
the next shot. Kite asked to play a provisional
ball from the site of his original drop, did so and
then returned to play another ball from the tee
He eventually made bogey-5 on the ball
dropped on the point of land, and double-bogey
6 on the ball hit from the tee. After a review of
the tape, Shea ruled the tee shot had not
crossed the point-of land and thus, the ball
replayed from the tee was the ball in play.
NASHVILLE, Tenn — Nancy Lopez birdied the
1Sth and 16th holes for a round of 1-under-par
71 and a two-stroke voctory over Kris Monaghan in the Sara Lee Classic. Lopez tied the
course record with a 7-under 65 on the 6,242
Hermitage course during Friday's first round
and finished with a 10-under 208 total. She
earned 883,750 for her 44th LPGA tour victory
Expecting her third child in November. Lopez
led the tournament throughout until Monaghan,
who finished with a 70, took the lead with a bedie at No. 7. Monaghan had a three-stroke lead
with eight holes remaining. Sherri Slainhauer
(73) finished third at 209 and Cindy Rarick (71)
and Marta Figueras-Dotti (72) tied for fourth al
•
210..
LAS VEGAS — Chi Chi Rodriguez recorded
his third victory of the season by defending his
tale in the Las Vegas Senior Classic with a
three-stroke margin over Walt Zembnski on
Sunday Rodriguez shot a 6-under-par 66 for a
12-under 204 total on the 6,810-yard Desert Inn
Hotel and Country Club course. Rodriguez
earned $67,500 for his 19th victory as a senior
to increase his tour-leading total to $335,703.
FLORENCE, S.C. — Tom Lehman defeated
. Ray Pearce on the first playoff hole in the Ben
Hogan Tours South Carolina Classic on Sunday. Lehman, who shot a 3-under-par 69 for a
14-under 202 total on the 7.150-yard Country
Club of South Carolina course, birdied after putting his second shot within 3 feet of the Cup
Pearce (66) missed his birdie putt

AUTO RACING
TALLADEGA Ala — Chris Gehriee was on life
support arid in critical condition arid Carl Miskcaten Jr was reported very serious Sunday as
a result of injuries sustained in a crash during
Saturday's ARCA stock car race at Talladega
Superspeedway. Gehrke, 25, of Lincoln, iii,
underwent surgery Saturday right at Caraway
Medical Center in Birmingham to relieve pressure on his brain caused by a head injury He
was then admitted to Carraway's intensive care
unit and placed on a tile support system. Mrsrotten, 42, who recently moved from Ft Wayne,

Ind , to Naavhdle, Tenn , was in the surgical
imensive care unit at the Unrversiry oe AlabamaBirmingham Hospital, with unspecified head
and chest iniunes lie underwent unspecified
surgery Saturday night The drivers were
iniuured in a hve-car incident late in the race
when Gehriee's car was bumped from behind,
spun backwards and sowed into the air span(
rig a wild melee on the main straightaway The
race, which was completed under a caution
flag, was won by Jimmy Horton
TALLADEGA, Ala — Heavy rain postponed
the scheduled running ol Sunday's Winston 500
NASCAR wock cat race at Tana:Sega Supers
peedway until today Rain 1•11 during the MOrn,
no hours Sunday, but stopped long enough for
safety vehicles to dry the 2.66-mile, high.
banked oval before the scheduled 1 p.m,,EDT
start The 41 -car heed, led by pole-winner Ernie
'an,
N
was on the track and ready to take the
green flag when ran began failing again The
official postponement came about 3 p m CDT
TALLADEGA, Ala — Rusty Wallace fought off
a succession of challenoes Saturday to capture
the second round of the 1901 interne/10nm
Race of Champions sense. Wallace earned his
second IROC victory by holding offleilow NASCAR driver Bill Elliott on the last lap around the
2.66-mile Talladega Superspeedway oval. Wallace averaged 187.958 mph in the race to give
NASCAR its 29th IROC vitt
Indy-car dnvers
have won 18 times and road racers 11 in the
all-star event.
SOUTH BOSTON. Va — Officials have not
determined what caused the death of dnver
Gary Neu in a crash dump the Car Guest
300. but said the track surface was not a factor
Neice, 36, of Candler, N.C., crashed into the
thi(O:turn wall on lap 201 at the .375-mile South
Boston Speedway on Saturday night
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Lon Johns defeated Don
Prudhomme in the Top Fuel final to successfully defended her NM in the NHRA Goody's MidSouth Nationals Oh Sunday. Johns finished in
5.074 seconds at 270.27 mph to Prudhomme's
8.225 at 148.81. Mike Dunn took the Funny Car
title and Warren Johnson captured the Pro
Stock title.

NIMES, France — Fabrics Santoro, an
18-year-old newcomer to the French Davis Cup
team, surpnsed Wally Masur in the deciding
match Sunday as France moved into semifinals
with a 3-2 victory over Australia Alter Richard
Fromberg beat Guy Forget 6-7 (24), 7-6 (10-8).
6-3, 6-3 to even the match for the Australians,
Santoro beat Masur 6-3, 6-4, 4,6., 6-1..
ROSWELL, Ga. — Top-seed Andre Agassi
defeated sixth-seeded David Wheaton 7-6
(7-3), 6-1 to capture his third straight AT&T
Challenge title Sunday. Agassi earned
$100,000 in the three-day round-robin event at
Horseshoe Bend Country Club.
HAMBURG, Germany —7 Top-seeded Monica
Sales saved two match points and forcedsecond-seeded Stet,' Graf into a third set
before rain halted the final of the German Open
on Sunday. The match is scheduled to resume
today with Graf leading 7-5, 8-7 (4-7), 2-1
MUNICH, Germany — Unseeded Magnus Gustafsson won his first profession ai title when
seventh-seeded Guillermo Perez-Rokian retired
with a hamstnng injury in the BMW Open on
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LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP)
Sithiseky Kentucky Derby
I Sulks tht Gold
• Bdel Pal
1 Mane %meter
• Green Allthator
S Fly So Ewa
11 Quite.=
Psulnu
II Sea Cadet
9 Chrporate Report
10 Roma
II Happy Jou Band
12 Loat Mcatoutn
13 Another Rens*
Is
IS WiLar Than Ever
16, Forty Seastlesi

Calloway County teenager Clint Darden aims a kick at his opponent
during the fighting portion of Saturday night's Karate Superstars
event. Darden won first in Weapons and was a member of the winning
team-fighting unit, but the night belonged to young Ernesto "Macho"
James of Dresden, Tn., who claimed three of four competitions and
was also .a....member of the winning team.

from Tarpley's apartment at 4.16 atm CDT
Sunday and told them the player had beaten
her, said police spokesman Richard Retz

(Coard from page 10)
top ERA's in the country (1.34
by a pitch, and an ot later, Grzaafter Sunday's game), struck out
nich socked a double to the gap in
Robinson, allowed a single to Mayleft-center, scoring Schoen and
ers, then got out of the inning with
Alfeldt. Brown walked and two
a grounder to short and a pop up to
wild pitches later, Grzanich scored
third.
to put Murray up 3-0.
Rueter admitted that he didn't
That seemed to be enough for
have much left after Saturday's
Murray starter Rick Grogan, the
performance. The two victories
sixth-year senior who had threw over the weekend pushed him to,
four complete games. But Grogan
10-2, as he set the schdol record
tired Hi the seventh, and four for victories.
straight Raiders reached. Dwight
"1 didn't know if I could finish,"
Robinson led off the inning by he said. "I didn't deserve the. win,
reaching on an error by Murray's it belonged to, Rick Grogan. He
Brett Issacs. Gary Myers walked deserved it a lot more than I
and Chris Price singled to load the didn't."
bases.
Reagan felt it was a [earn effort,
Middle's Mudcat Brewer singled much like the 23-16 season and
to left, scoring Robinson, but Gro- 14-3 OVC record, good for the
gan wiggled his way out of the school's 11th championship.
bases-loaded, one-out jam lay get"This has been a very/ 4earnting Mike Severance bounce into a oriented group," Reagan said.
shortstop to catcher force play and "They've all done what we've
inducing a double play grounder asked them to do. It's been a very
from Jason Maxwell to end the rewarding year."
frame.
•• ••
In the top of the eighth, Kee/— On Saturday, Rueter opened the
Hamilton singled to left for'the series'with a 5-0 win, tossing a
-Raiders, and Corey Watkins beat five-hitter as Murray scored four
out a infield dribbler tq third. unearned runs in the fourth, with
Edwards sacrificed the ruthteA to Grzanich, Brown, Schoen and
second ind third and Robinson Issacs all knocking out singles.
scored Hamilton with a grounder to'
In the second game, Middle used
second. Grogan walked Myers, and a 3-for-3 effort from Myers and a
Price singled to left scoring Watk- 3-for-4 game from Robinson to
ins and tying the game at 3-3. Bre- score a 5-1 victory. Greg Raffo
wer bounced to first, with Grogan tossed a three-hitter for the Blue
covering for the out. 'r
Raider win.
"I just lost my concentration,"
Grogan said. "I quit throwing my
change-up, and they were sitting on
my fastball. That's what got me
into trouble."
Haner led off the bottom of the
eighth with a walk, and an out
later, swiped second. He moved to
third on a wild pitch, but Philpot
relieved James Lindsey and after
walking Witzel, he got Brian Taylor to hit into a force play to short
Engine Tune-Ups
to end the threat.
$39.95 & Up
Severence led off the Middle
'(Minhtenance Tunes Only)
ninth with a double, and Jason
Automatic Transmission
Maxwell reached on an error by
Tune-Ups
Schoen. But Hamilton struck out
Most rord Chrysler and CM Car.
trying to bunt, Watkins hit into a
$49.95 & Up
force play and Edwards flew out to
(Overdnves Will lie Higher)
right to end the threat.
Front Disc Brake Special
After the T-breds went down
1139.95 & Up
1-2-3 in the home half of the ninth,
(Some Imports & Metallic had. Maher)
Kirk Rueter took the mound for
Murray to open the 10th, a day
after winning the first game of the
three-game set with a five-hit Aut.
out.
Ivey Wee al Gam Camay pir Ove Yen
The left-hander with one of the
514 So. 12th St. • 753486/1

game for 48 minutes.'
Lakers coacb Mike Dunleavy
expects a tough series from the
seventh-seeded Warriors, who
upset second-seeded San Antonio
in four games in the first round.
"This series will create a lot of
tough matchups for us because of
the contrasting. styles of the
Dunleavy said. :.:Nothing
that Nelson does surprises me.'fle
had five guards in at onetime, and
they fight, bite, scratch every
minute of the game."
Los Angeles led 35-25 at the end
of the first quarter, outscoring Golden State 15-6 in the last five
minutes. The Lakers Went on to
lead 49-35 midway through the
second quarter, but the Warriors
closed to 55-49 with 1:45 left
before halftime and trailed 60-51 at
the break.
—

(Coat'd_from page 10)
and -coming horse."
Strike the Gold pushed his earnwon the Derby. Strike the Gold
ings to $1,034,610 with the
was rated at 9, the numbers for a
$655,800 winner's share from a
sprinter, not a Derby champion.
purse of $905,800. He paid $11.60,
Zito was reluctant to talk about
the Dosage Index, but Carl Nafz- $6.20 and $5.40.
ger, trainer of 1990 Derby winner
Strike the Gold also earned 10
Unbridled, wasn't.
points toward the Triple Crown
"Nick and I agree on a lot of Challenge $1 million bonus.
things, but on this we're dead cerThe winner of each Triple
tain," Nafzger said. "The Dosage Crown race gets 10 points, with
Index doesn't work.
five points for second, three for
"I'll tell you one thing the Dos- third and one for fourth. A horse
age Index is good for. If you've got must run in all three races to be
some yo-yo who wants to buy a eligible.
horse, and you've got some sorry
Should Strike the Gold became
.son,-of7a-gukof ahorse,you. want
the '12th' Triple Crown winner and
to sell, then it works.
'You've got to have the horse," the first since Affirmed in 1978, he
would earn $5 million, Which
McAnally said. ,"Forget about the
dosage and-the-figures-. Strike the--—includes the purses from _the three
Gold deserved to win. He's an up- races.
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sourest. Genies
San Diego 6, Montreal' 5, 13 mikhps
New York 6, Sae Francisco 4. 12 innings
Cincinnati 3, Si- Louis it
prideessph‘s 4, Los Angeles 3
Houston II, Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 4, CMcago 2
Sunday's Games
Chicago 9. Atlanta 6
Cincinnati 4, St Louis 2
San Diego 6, Montreal 3
Los Angeles 3, Philedsiphis 2
Houston 6, Plitstorgh 4
San Frandsco 2. New York 0 •
; Viesday's GOMIS
San Francisco (Robinson 0.0) at Montreal
(De Martinez 3-2), 635 p.m..— •
-Cincinnati lialp 141 at Pittsburgh- Malmo'1-01.8-35
in
•
Chicago (G Madeux 3-1) at Houston iDessates 0-31.
735 pm.
Only gams* scheduled
Canannitt
SO Diego
Los Angeles
Atlanta
HO-6960
San Francisco

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Erse Derision

(L'm:I'd from page 10)
"I didn't know I wasn't going to
play in this game until the shootaround before the game," Mullin
said. "But I feel confident affout
Wednesday night."
The Lakers, who led all the way
after the tint quarter, were in front
96-83 heading into the final 12
minutes and built- the lead to
110-91 4/
Sunday Gustafsson was leading 3-6, 6-3, 4-3
1
2 minutes into the fourth
when Perez-Rotdan retired
period:
TAMPA Fla — Top-seeded Richey Reneberg
Tim Hardaway led the Warriors
beat fourth-seeded Peer Korda 4-6, 4-6, 6-4, 62
in the final of the Clay Courts of Tampa for his
with 33 points and Mario Elie had
first professional titie
21. Byron Scott had 27 points and
James Worthy 25 for the Lakers,
the No. 3 seed in the .Western
HOUSTON — Dallas Mavericks forward Roy-- -Conference.
-•
Tarpley was arrested Sunday and charged in
"It was a difficult game for us,"
the assault of a woman who clams to be his
girlfriend, police sad. Tarpley, who was 'Golden State coach Don Nelson
charged with misdemeanor assault, was
said. "We did play decently, occareleased from the HOuston Police Central Jail at
3:30 p.m.(CDT) on $500 bond. It convicted he
sionally.
But we know to beat the
$2;000
a
arid
one
year in
could face up to
Lakers we have to-play a great
fine. A 30-year-old Irving woman called police.

Murray

Monday's Games
New York (Leary 2,1) at Seattle (1441011100 2.1.905
m
Balbinos iMesa 2-31 at California (Lents 1.1), 915
m
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
/Annesom at Boston. 635 cirn
Kannaa City at pedal 6 35 P.m
Texas at Toronto 615 pm
Meratkee at Crscapo 705 pm
Baltimore at Oakland. 905 pm
New Yolk at California. 935 p m
Cieveland at Seattle, 9 35 p in
• • • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
IV
Paaourgh
15
9
Piles Von,
14 10 513 I
14 11
Chicago
12 13
II 14 440 4.4
9 15. .375 6

it
10
II
ii
14
t4

15
11 10
12
10 to
12 13
12 13
0 16
Saturday's Games
lAnnesoia 7. Milwaukee 4
Cievaiand 29, Oakland 6
Boston 4, Chicago 0
fares 6,'Dtercat 5
California 6 Bakirnom
Seattle 3. New York 2
Kansas City 6, Toronto 5
Sunday's Games
Detroit 8, Texas 7
Toronto 3, Kansas City 0
Cleveland 15 Oakland 6
Mnnesota 5 Milwaukee 2 10 trunntan
Boston 9. Chicago 1
Caklornia 6, Baktmore 4
Seattle 5. New York 4. 16 innings

Tummy's Climes
San Franosco at Montreal. 625 p m
Cilcinnal at Pittsburgh. 615 p.m
• -9C-touis at Aherne, 640--pmv
,
Los Angeles at New York, 6:40 prn
Chicago at Houston, 735 pm
PO100/tie at San Diego, 905 pm

L

Week's Special:
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
Special Good $279
thru May 11

.
/
Friday kfight Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
ilk Chestnut St
753-0045 di

Available At
Participating
Ace Hardware Stores

Resin Chair
Slotted contour back for cool and comfortable sitting Stackable for spacesaving storage White 81743
As AtIvatrnSed
Or
Nation& T V

99
Wtlitt SUPPilf 5 LA 5T

1"x25' Tape
or Utility Knife
Special comer) pack includes popular powerlock tape rule and heavy
duty retractable utility knife 28510

Waterproofing Sealer
'Air Cond,tioning

'Tilt Steering
'Power Door Locks
'Undercoating
'Electronic Spew, Control

3.3 Liter OHV MPI V-6
'Automatic
'Message Center
'Bodyside Stripe
---:50150_ Cloth Bench Seats_

Pernrating transparent sealer prevents
moisture damage Use on wood, concrete and masonry
1710. 11, 16911,12

to be your car & truck company'
50 Ft. Outdoor
Cord & E.Z. Wind
ACE
Hardware
Cord Storage Real
Quarmy 50 ft 16/3 outdoor cord UL
isted ree stores up to 150 tt of 16
guage cord A great way to keep
Outdoor cords neatly stored
339'2

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

642-5661
2400 East Wood
Prices are plus tax
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Calloway FFA participates
in Annual Field Day at MSU

Beefalo Association to hold
Field Day in Madisonville
..-„---„

sponThe Kentucky Chapter of the American Beefalo Association will
The
p.m.
2
to
a.m.
11
from
18,
May
Saturday.
on
sor a Beffalo Field Day
event will be held at the Kentucky Pit Bar-B-Q located at 1909 S. Main
Street in Madisonville, Ky.
Members of the American Beefalo Association will display beefalo
cattle and be on hand to discuss the benefits of raising these animals.
of
The American Beefalo is a hybnd cross-of bison and any beef breed
exhibits
that
animal
beef
cattle. The result is a easy-birthing, fast-growing
cholerthe outward characteristics of domestic beef cattle with the low
sterol 'and high protein qualities of the bison.
In fact, beefalo meat has three-fourths the cholesterol of skinned chickwateren, one-fifth the fat of regular beef and less calories per ounce than
packed tuna.
Beefalo are excellent foragers. good mothers and exhibit the natural
disease resistance of their bison ancestors.
There will be beefalo burgers and Bar-B-Q for sale and a free drawing
for beffalo•-meat. Several ABA members will offer selected beffalo cattle
for sale. -- .

Garbage can be reduced by recycling
yard trimmings into composting
A fast way to reduce the volume
going to expensive-to-operate .landfills is to compost yard wastes.
Dump_ the leaves. twigs and grass
‘lippings right in the back yard.
That one move could reduce tot:11 garbage volume — and garbage
osts — by .a whopping 18 to 30
percent, reports Country --America
magazine.
Composting is the art of recycling waste into rich garden material. Nothing organic is immune
from- being turned inta_rich_humus
Composting systems merely speed
up the process.
There are two ways to compost:
aerobic iwith air) and anaerobic
(without air).- Using one form of
anaerobic composting, stuff a
tlurich'of organic garbage in- an airtight plastic bag and tie off :he air.
The contents will:decompose and
,•become compost.

mum of 3 or 4 feet on a side to
work properly. Bins can also -be
round and as simple as a loop of
.wire fence. Make it like a layer
Cake."
Start with a base of 3 or 4 inches
of branches and other coarse plant
materia4'. or-elevate the pile on con:
crete blocks to get air into the tvottorn of the heap. Add a 6- to 8-inch
layer of leaves, grass clippings and
garden wastes.
Next, add a 1 -inch layer of Soil,
which adds micro-organisms to the
heap. Some people also add a 2- or
3-inch layer of animal manure or
one to two Cups of commercial fertilizer for a nitrogen boost to speed
decomposition.
From here on. alternate layers of
- yard waste and dirt, perhaps with
fertilizer. until the heap is about 4
feet high. Some folks add food
scraps. Some folks top it with
straw. Some dig out the center .to
hold rainwater. Some mix it and
turn_it with a spade or. pitchfork,
..The compost should decompose
and be ready for use in about three
to four months.

The Calloway County Chapter of
FFA recently participated in the
.19th Annual Field Day at Murray
State University.
This event, which included 1,035
students representing 29 high
schools from three states, was
sponsored and hosted by the Murray High University Department of
Agriculture.
Competition was held in general
livestock. dairy, horse, soil, meat.
tobacco and horticulture judging as
well as agriculture mechanics, seed
identification, weed identification.
tohaceo auctioneering, tractor driving. goat 'tying •and horsemanship.
Trophies were presented to thehigh point teams and individuals in
each contest. Additionally, the top
three teams overall were presented
with championship trophies.
Winning trophies from the Calloway chapter .wcre the Dark Fired
Tobacco Grading Team, High over-

all horticulture chapter, nursery
judging team and James Wood,
high individual in nursery judging.
Overall, the Calloway County
chapter placed 7th out of 29
schools.
This event involves effort from
the Murray' State Agriculture faculty, staff and students. It is offered
as a service to local FFA chapters
and also provides an excellent
opportunity for students to visit the
MSU campus in a competitive and
educational atmosphere.
The department of agriculture
offers courses of study leading to a
bachelor.- of. science degree with
possible specialization options- in
• agrietiltureal science; agribusiness
economics, agricultural education,
agricultural mechanization', agronomy, animal health technology,
animal science, horticulture and
pre-professional programs in preveterinary medicine and pre forestry.
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important economic resource to the
state that it behooves everyone to
recognize the damage that can be
wreaked by fire and to take appropriate actions to prevent or limit
the number 'of fires, he said. What can be done?
Recognize that dry leaf litter
provides a fuel source for tire and
even a sligtu wind can help carry a
fire, he said. When people want to
begin their spring cleaning in yards
and fields, they should be aware
that there is a 4:30 p.m. burning
law after which burning is illegal.
"Always create some sort of fire
break in case the fire gets away
from you." McClaren said. "There
also is a real financial reason why
individuals should take care not to
start any fires."
He said, "In this state, if you
cause a forest fire and it can be
definitely attributed to you, you
will be responsible for all suppression costs."
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This area ends 15 feet away from electric
utility wires Care must be taken to prevent
growth int° the wires Call us it you have any
questions abbut planting near utility wires.
Some of them carry higher.vollages and may
require greater clearance distances

Trees That Grow No Taller Than 40 Feet.
area wtircn is mostly lawn
be used to decorate or frame your
house rnstead of hrd;ng t from sight Select
your trees first then shrubs can be added to
complement the trees and the hduse '
'•nt

Fevs- ot nature's gifts are as beautifld as trees.
universally- apprecialeti.
- 'Their- beauty

known is their importance in energy conservation. Evergreen trees planted on the north ,side
of your home block thosewintry winds. Trees
• that lose their leaves in winter belong on
the,south side. In summer they shadi.
the house. In the winter
the bare branches allow the
. sun to warm the-hoine.

Trees That Grow 60 Feet In Height.
Larger trees may be planted at the rear
of the house if there are no power lines
Plant at least 35 feet from the house for
proper root development and to prevent
damage to the house

e

I brit \vh% rt•s so important to plan VOW
planting to be sure the trees thrive and 49.1.1_1
grow into a problem later, espei 1,11IV around
power lint-. Its amating how quickly thAt
scipling can grow up and into
Cbte

and require drastic action for
utility
satctv's sake. That's why we suggest
you check with us before planting to
he on the safe side. We are
here to help you.

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation

Ea*

FFA members win regional
----The-Calloway County FFA Record Keeping Team won first place hon...
ors in the Purchase Region FFA Record Keeping Contest in March.
The contest for freshmen only consists of knowledge of proper record
keeping procedures and making entries in a contest record keeping book,
The contest emphasizes the importance of record keeping ;in agribusiness and employs mathematical, 'business' and agricultural skills.
The team will advance to the'State Contest at the State•FFA Comm_ lion in Louisville June 5-7.

cents.
Overall, the April price report
shOwed that prices paid by farmers
for certain commodities and serWASHINGTON — Projections
vices,' interest, taxes and wages
by the Agriculture Department
were up an average of 3.8 percent
show farm income will be down from a year ago.
this year. partly because grease
Considering only' the items farguns went up a dollar.
mers use in production. prices were
Lots of other things farmers need
up 2.9 percent from April 1990.
in their business are more costly'
USDA's, National Agricultural
Than they were a year ago, accordStatistics Service reports prices for
ing to USDA's latest price report. a list of, items periodically during
Grease guns, the one-pound kind Research Service has • foreCast a
carried in tool boxes, were reported__
from - drop in the net cash income of farat silt° each. in
mers-Trom last year's near-record
S11.10 a year earlier.
of $58 billion to a range of
lever
A 40-pound bale of twine for
to S58 billion.
billion
$53
hay balers was reported at $24.20,
for the decline is
reason
big
One
compared with S23.60 in April
n costs,
productio
a rise in farm
1990. Fence staples, at 78.8 cents
expected
expenses
cash
1991
with
per pound, were up from 76.4
to be around $124 billion to S130
billion. Farmers are planting larger
crops this year, and that means
higher costs.
When prices of some production
items rise, that also adds to the bill.
Agricultural chemicals, which
include fertilizer and pesiicides,
were up 8.5 percent as a group
from April 1990, for example.
Not all items are more costly,
however. The seed price index was
about unchanged from last year,

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Wow.

A
25 feet

Team members are, from left, Robert Guerin, Jason Williams, Steven
Watkins and Mark Stalls. Guerin was high individual scorer and Williams was ,second high individual scorer in the regional contest.

Projections show decrease in farm profits-

ANTING
PLAN YOUR TREE sPL
and Safety_i
< 15 feet

FOrty-seven members of the Calloway County FFA chapter recently
participated in the 39th Annual Murray State University FFA Field
Day; Larry Gilbert and Jamiea.Potts serve as the local chapter
advisors.

Fire damage to woodlands could
prevent timber from being sold

- More than one tree owner has
learned to his dismay when he
sought a buyer for his timber that
its -value has_..been_ destroyed or
diminished—by forest firers that
raged:long-ma —
"Many people find that they cannot sell their hardwood timber
because of previous fires in their
woodlands," said Doug McClaren,
Extension forest management specialist with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
A lot of people don't sec the seriousness of a fire that moves
through a forest when the forest is
not destroyed. McClaren said.
is
more
ng
composti
Aerobic
When trees are left standing, fre. popular The most COITIMOTt.aerobic
spring buds will burst open
quently
clippings
meihod is to. put - grass.
with another year's growth of
and other yard wastes into compost
leaves. Many' farmers conclude that
:bins. The bins should be a miniif the trees leaf out, why be
considered.
They should be. McClaren said.
The damage doesn't result in the
CY
AGEN
death -of the tree, but rather the
quality of the timber that remains.
Life
Auto( mom
he said.
Health
Home 14/ 1/1
"Fires often move through a
s
Annuitie
s
Busines
hardwood stand close to the
A tradition in service
ground," he said. "When fire sursince 1981
rounds the base of the tree, it raises
r— (502)
the internal temperature so that it
Tracy D. McKinney
Jim Fain
I 753-0632 I
kills the bark and underlying cambium layer."
Ky.
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It may take a year or two for the
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and diseases have begun
insects
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their destructive work.
p "Kentucky is fortunate to have
V •
'the proper environment, including
* seril and weather conditions, to produce some of the world's finest
With Our Specialty Sauce
-hardwoods," McClaren said. "Each
year, almost 42 million .board feet
and other daily specials.
of Kentucky hardwood logs,
including walnut and oaks, are
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with lower prices for- food grains,
seed potatoe-s, feed grain and grass
seed generally offsetting increases
for seed peanuts, cottonseed, soybeans, corn and alfalfa seed.
One major expense category for
farmers is fuels and energy. Its
prices are down 9.6 percent from
January but still averaged 5.3 percent above the April 1990 mark.
Bulk delivered diesel fuel, for
example, averaged 81.5 cents per
gallon in April, down from S1.05
in January. in April 1990, diesel
fuel was 80.7 cents* per gallon.

Fall-seeded crop
report deadline
set for May 15
The Calloway County ASCS
office would like to remind all
farm owners and producers that
Wednesday, May 15, is the final
date to report fall-seeded crops
such as wheat, barley and oats.
Any report taken after this date
will be subject to the a late reporting fee.
Only a farm owner or power-ofattorney for the farm owner may
Sign to certify acreage reports.

Dear Mr. Farmer,
Planting
Time
Resumes!
-

If you have not already made
on seed corn, or seed beans come
ements
arrang
down to Hutson Ag and let's talk.
We have the top major brands:
•Pioneer •Garst •DeKalb
•Asgrow •Coker •Northrup King

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
1-800-626-5464
204 W. Railroad Ave. Hazel, KY
498-8142
753-1933

MSU college receives $4,620 grant

by Peter Gott. M.D.

r recently
'FA Field
I chapter

Above, practical nursing student Joan Bell
and Lori Murdock,
charge nurse of the
third floor at MCCH,
work with patient
Mildred Copeland of
Hardin after complete
knee joint replacement surgery. At left,
Ann Thornton, charge
nurse of the second
floor, looks at a book
with a patient in the
pediatric unit.

May 5-11 proclaimed local Nurses Week
MCCH to honor nurses with picnic, gift
place hon7..
in March.
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DEAR DR. GOTT I take Motrin
600 milligrams four times a day for
my arthritis Everyone I speak with
says it will ruin my stomach. What do
you suggest/
DEAR READER Motrin, Feldene,
Voltaren, Naprosyn and similar drugs
are very useful in treating the pain
and stiffness of arthritis However,
they all have a common side effect!
stomach irritation that may progress
to ulcers. Although this complication
is, in the main,dose-related, sooner or
later anyone taking these medicines
will probably experience symptoms
of indigestion and neartburn. Of more
practical concern, some patients develop ulcers and intestinal bleeding,
without having had any prior
warning.
Therefore, anti-arthritis drugs - a
real boon to people in pain - also
have their own built-in set of hazards
and should be used only after the risks
and benefits have been thoroughly understood. Taking these drugs with
antacids or food - or even using standard anti-ulcer therapy - is not helpful; stomach problems often occur
anyway.
All the news is not bad news, however. Spurred on by the high incidence
of stomach ulcers in arthritis patients
requiring treatment, one pharmaceutical company has marketed an antidote. Cytotec(misoprostol)is the first
drug developed and sold for this purpose. When taken four times a day,

LONDON (AP) — Queen Elizabeth II and her husband, the
Duke of Edinburgh, later this
month will make their first official
visit to the United States since
1983, Buckingham Palace said
today.
They Will fly in a Concorde jet
May 14 to Washington D.C.
Two days later, the queen will
make an unprecedented address
before a joint session of Congress.
Her American tour will end with
a three-day private visit to Kentucky. The queen, an avid horsewoman, has made severil trips to
Kentucky since 1983 to view and
purchase stock.
The visit is viewed by the palace
as a reaffirmation of AngloAmerican friendship following the
successful conclusion of the Gulf
War.
After leaving Washington,
Queen Elizabeth II will visit Miami
and Tampa, Fla., then the Texas
cities of Austin, San Antonio, Dallas and Houston before heading for
Kentucky.
She is to return to England May
26, a palace spokesman Said.

Today, there are over two million
To become a licensed practical
registered nurses and licensed practi- nurse,.-one,-year---of--study
-iit-a voccal nurses in our country and 190 of ational school setting
and successful
them are enhancing patient recovery, completion of
a State Board Examinaimproving patienf health status, pto- tion
is required.
,
viding education and saving lives at
For more information about a chalMurray-Calloway County Hospital. lenging, professional
career in nursDay-long activities will mark the ing, call Nurse
Recruiter Lyn Ryan at
observance of National Nurses Day, (502)762-1319
between the hours of
Monday, May 6.
9 a.m. and 2 p.m. weekdays.
A joint city-county proclamation
Nurses do
has named May 6 Nurses Day in ing National make a difference. DurNurses
Murray and Calloway County,as well - take the opportunity Day and Week,
to express your
as proclaiming May 5-11 as Nurses
personal appreciation for those_ speWeek in our community.
cial people we call nurses; they care
"Nurses care for America" is the for
America and you.
theme designated by the American
Nurses Association for this year's
celebration.
"Nursing is a highly technical,
sophisticated, and exacting science,"
said Stuart Poston, hospital administrator. "Recognizing our nurses on
TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1991,
National Nurses Day is an appropriate
way of focusing public attention on
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE -home improvement project. You hit
the many contributions they make to NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: on a clever way to save money.
The tough decisions you make now
the healthcare system."
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): AlTo honor nurses, Murray-Calloway. will have a far-reaching effect on though an apology could convince-1your career. Let business develop- former love to return, you may not be
• County Hospital is sponsoring a dayments unfold naturally in September. interested! Essential work deserves
long picnic on the Terrace to accommodate all shifts of the hospital's A raise or-promotion will give you top.priority. Avoid spending too mudt
nursing staff. All hospital nurses will greater financial security-in Novem- time on minor details.ber. Tie up loose ends at year's end.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Go
receive a special appreciation gift Travel for both
work and pleasure in the extra mile in love, business or
fromthe hospital.
February 1992. A close relationship friendship. A last-ditch effort will
"We are happy to honor our nurses. will benefit from reassessment next succeed. Follow up a hunch
— it
They serve out patients and com- March.
could lead to new clients.Profits from
munity 24 hours a day, seven days a
CELEBRITIES BORN ON a recent investment brighten your
-week by giving competent, compas- THIS DATE:baseball manager Dick afternoon.
sionate care," Lynn Meurer, MCCH Williams, actor Darren McGavin,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21).
quarterback Johnny Unitas,composer Stick to a timetable and your producDirector of Nursing said.
tivity will double. A-favorite hobby
The Nursing Department employs Johannes Brahms.
ARIES(March 21,-kpril 19): The may be very costly; find someone to
120 registered nurses, 70 licensed
practical nurses,74 nursing assistants, urge to travel is almost irresistible share expenses.Physical activity will
bat can you really afford it? make you feel better.
20 unit clerks and one administrative today
Know your priorities. A phone call
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
secretary.
from someone at a distance could 21): Your earning power is enhanced
disrupt your social plans.Guard valu- by your ability to learn quickly.
Nurses are wep educated profes
sionals who possess knowledge and ables.
Family traditions may hinder your
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): An personal growth: reconsider them.
highly developed technical skills.
Within Murray-Calloway County excellent day,to start something new. Others may not be as practical or
Hospital, nurses have specialized to Homemakers discover ways to make punctual as you are.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
treat various patient medical needs money from their creative and artistic talents. Approach a potential ro- • Confidential information could reach
such as: cardiac rehabilitation, pe- mantic partner.
you through unusual channels.Doubt
diatrics, outpatient surgery, radiation
GEMINI (May 211June 20): A its validity until you have checked it
therapy, emergency room, long term "crisis- is not as bad as it seems. out. Lower your L./special:ions and
a
care, intensive care, health express, Although you now assume more con- current romance will go more
mental health, hospice, quality assur- treil in-a-relationship, this could have • smoothly.
ance,infection control,nursing admi- its own pitfalls. A major purchase
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
nistration, staff development, home will ease your office-.or domestic Your forthright manner convinces
workload.
- others that you are right. Make an
health, perinatal education, DRG
CANCER (June 21-July 22): inquiry regarding an overpayment.
coordination, obstetrics, surgery and
recovery, medical/surgical which in- Protect your reputation by guarding Although a message buoys your spircludes: vascular, orthopedics, ur- your business secrets. Accepting a its, it may not help a relationship the
boosts your status. A hos- way you want.
ology, ophthalmology, gynecology, challenge
tile co-worker Will leave. You need . PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
oncology, cardiac, respiratory and not prove yourself
to a current love. Your loyalty may be torn. Try to stay
anesthesia.
LEO(July 23-,Aug. 22): You may neutral. You must take the initiative
To tipeome a member of this highly be preoccupied with a problem that where romance is concerned. An
recognized team of professionals, will solve itself. A friedd that you associate's criticism will only intenseveral educational options are avail- help will return the favor. Begin a sify your desire to succeed at work.
ble. Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a scholarship program which
TODAY'S CHILDREN are-slow to angel% quick to forgive. Loyalty and
hard work are their hallmarks. A vivid imagination gives these Taurean% a leg
pays tuition, books and one uniform
for the junior and senior year for a up in the creative arts: They are great storytellers and should be encouraged
student enrolled in a four-year-accre- to write down the tales they invent. An interest in cooking could lead to a
weight problem unless they develop the habit of exercising regularly. A dited nursinglrogram. A scholarship
tendency
to spend money too freely can be nippedin the bud if the parents of
is also available for those wanting to
earn an associate degree in nursing at these children put them on an allowance. (You cxt now fel 3 perk:totalized 4.i4$ honocopc from Juan Dmitri hawed on t out ,r ii
'the junior college level. •
h dale It coo,
_
Graduates of these ,programs are only NS cents per minute/(all 1 -900- -77K%
I Tannic'a revised JIlli updat 1 cogry OtLax Ehaon"s best-gelling hook.-Yesterday.Today and Romer:
eligible to become licensed as regisAoroloot Can Help You Fu41 Your Place in Gorr,
.Plan.- •end WWm
1 ra SI pne
ro
and handlino 10
tered!Wises by successfully complet- How
DIX011. Andre%.and Mc Merl.P(). B0%119150. Kansa.City.Mo.61111. Max.chock% pay abler° Anirco.
ing the State Board of Examinations. - - Ma McMccl o

the pill effectively blocks the stomach-irritating qualities of anti-arthritis drugs. Cytotec is available by prescription only, so ask your doctor if it
would be appropriate for you. •
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Oyteoarthritis." Other readers who would like a
copy should send $1.25 plus a long,
self:addressed, stamped envelope to
PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR, GOTT. In a recent column, you misinterpreted a reader's
question about the "seven year iteh."
You assumed she meant her husband
was cheating on her, but it's more
likely her husband had scabies. The
poor woman must, be thoroughly confused by your response, she wrote because of her husband's skin condition
and ,you recommended marriage

counseling!
DEAR READER: Hmmm.
After rereading the column in question. I agree that the question was ambiguous. Unfortunately, the sense of
the question revolved around her useof the term "seven year itch," which I
interpreted as marital infidelity. You,
and other readtrs who wrote tq chide

me,are correct thatthe original question may have referred to the -seven

year itch" of scabies. a parasite that
enters the skinand causes severe itching. I guess I need to be reminded on
occasion that some.common expressions
have -more
than
one
interpretation.. •
So ... to the poor woman whose husband got more than he bargained for
in this column, my apologies. The
treatment for scabies is far cheaper
and more convenient than marriage
counseling: Kwell lotion, a topical
prescription product, cures scabies.
And thanks to the readers who gleefully pointed out that a common skin
condition need not be complicated by
unnecessary therapy,
itsir NEWSPAPER ENTER

A* grant cif $4,620 has been very important topic, according to
awarded to the College of Fine Arts Matinauskas.
and Communication at. Murray State
. "There ts_a need for teachciA, arisUniversity by the Kentucky Arts educators and faculty from colleges in
Council to help underwrite a major education and fine arts to engage in
fall conference on the role of hiiher diplogue. We hope Our upcoming
education and Kentucky Education 'conference will be the vehicle for that
Reform.
dialogue," he said.
Without the grant, the KAA would
The Louisville conference in September will bring together arts and
not be able to attract the type of
educational leaders to examine such speakers and seminar leaders that are
topics as pre-service training in the
now possible with added funds.,"
arts for public school teachers, coop- Malinauskas added.
eration Among arts professionals and
The grant will be used to plait and
the schools,and the assessment of arts promote the meeting, scheduled Ir
skills.
the last weekend in September. Funds
Murray State, BellartnirrCollege, will :also be used to invite solal
and the Kentucky Arts Administrators nationally prominent speakers to di,(KAA)are cooperating in the confer- cuss arts education.
ence.
The KAA has been working closely.
Melody Weiler, chair of the De- with the Basic Arts Program Overpartment Of Art at Murray State,is the sight:and Evatuation Committee, the
immediate past president of the KAA. .Kentucky Alliance for Arts Educa:Dr. Mark Malinauskas,director of the - tion, the Kentucky -Arts Council and
Murray State Theatre and Honors the state_ Office of Education to
Program on the campus, serves the promote better arts education in the
classroom.
organization as treasurer.
Senior departmental and collegiate
"The KAA has been heavily involved in arts edocation for several arts administrators in universities
years. Our 1990 meeting in Owens- throughout the Commonwealth are
boro was devoted totally to arts eligible for KAA membership. In
addition to Weiler,- Dr. Roger Retch:: _
aisessment," Weiler said.
muth,assistant dean of the College of
She indicated that the next step is -Fine Arts and Communication, is a ,
for the KAA to work toward the former president of the organization.
"We are pleased and honored that
developmenf of specific content and
skill objectives in arts education. the Kentucky Arts Council has
"The grant will enable the organi- Tseiected the Coltbge of Fine Arts and
zation to upgrade dramatically the Communication at Murray State to
quality and significance of its annual administer this grant," said Dr. Gary
Hunt;dean of the college. It is another
fall conferences," Weiler said.
As school reform has emerged, the example of how rnuch respect our fine
issue of how Kentucky students will arts. faculty and programs haw
be educated in the arts has become a ihrouihout thc region."

THATS CUTHBERT
BuMSTEAD THE
ATTORNEY

V& Ear TO**to! LET'S
MuRVER, ouR scousk
-s!

THE COUCH IS WHERE DIETS
DIE, ELECTRA! WE ARE
NOT GONG NEAR THAT
COUCH TONIGHT!!

NAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT
OF 60IN6 AWAY TO SEA
FOR T4-IREE YEARS
,

IF THE COUCH IS WHERE DIETS
DIE, THE BED 15 INHERE THEY
GO 'TO GET BURIED....

I 1-14,VE NO
INTENTION EVER
TO 60 AWAY TO
SEA FOR THREE
`fEAR5

WELL IF YOU PIP
WI-1EN YOU RETURNED
I UJOULDN'T BE
WAITING FOR YOU

•

•
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Help
Wanted

LAPII
Notice

t
1

Lilt

1

EARN EXTRA INCOME'
-arn $200 $500 weekly
Mailing 1991 Travel bro
cures For more intorma
lion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Box
P 0
Travel
430780 B1 South Miami
FL 33143

'

• 1
ut '—liki

'T
f`

`•

*"

'

,•

_

BIDDERS

he rc,cised hy, the Callowa)
Sealed prop.• • ..
Ldui.-ation at the olft,e of the
Count) Board
- Board until 1 3t1 p ni. Thursday. MA) lb. 1991 fur
the furnishing of labor, materials. services and
equipment required to construct 1991 Paving for
Calloway Courity Schools. Calloway.. Kentucky.
At the appointed tune and place all proposals will
I
be publicly opened and read

Merchants Grain. Inc., Old Concord Road. P.O.
Box hil0*..Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky
42071, ha defaulted payment to grain producers as
&tined h KRS 251 610(8) If you base a claim
_ig albs: Merchants Grain, Bic. for the sale of grain or
in,: proceeds Iron' the sale of grain yoq may. qualify
Illent 01 •imlix:risation from the Kentucky
Insurance Fund for your financial loss
urred due to the failure of the grain dealer Ifyou
has: claim and has e not receised a claim form
!tom the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, you
notify the department of your claim not later
, n.e- May 24. 1991 You must pros ide such notice
department AI the following address

— -"' 47
..
----,--."--,.-.--,vt--.,

•-)1::7 ''` s.

e------.--:/---

I

LEGAL NOTICE

,

EXPERIENCED painter
2yrs or vocational school
training Residential and
commercial lobs 753 9382
after 5pm

One copy of plans, specifications and bid form
ma% be obtained from the Engineers. Gingles and
Gingles. 2111 .Twentieth Asenue, South. Nashville, Tennessee. hy contractors by depositing a
check made payable to Girigles and tlingles in the
amount of Fitt) Dollars. Plans and specifications
will be on file at the 0:t1L'I: of the Engineers and at
the Office of the. -Calloway County Board of
'Education Deposits-will c retterird to all uressicsesslul bidders it 1,:ans and specific atioes have
been returned in good comhtion within - ten days
alter hicis,are re,. els ed

DEPARTMENT OF
U:RICULTURE
AND_HAY
DIN 1 Sic iN
ion %% V S F SECOND STREETt, KENTUCKY .40601
IR
502-564-304k
I -X00-248-462X
KENTL

1•116

0-1‘)

NOTICE
\t u rraN No 2 Water District has issued a
PL-rchae. Water Adjustment Claule,
897-KAR-5007
in,crJae
4 ith
1
3/
.
C'om:e
Servi‘.
Public
the
P W A.(' w ith
mission to reco‘er increased water rates
our supplier This \A 01 be noticedon the
\.t billing -.DiStrict- No 2 is also issuing A
Adjustment
.'‘ tJ Total
.- & Rat:
• jan11
itt1 P.S.0 o. hien w ill be announced later

•

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
No Exiiipiii.4cE

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION

ALLIANCE
MACTOR TAMER IRANDIOCENTIF
11.•11110011. T•

bs"

624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

753 6374

Your Ad
Could Be

Notice

Here
Call 753-1916

LENDERS say YES to all
type loans to bad credit
and to no collateral
305-733 7303

___Emaunkea.
room. s.loam

There are at least
Fills good reasons
vkish
to .
Dr. Gent Cook
a Happy Ilirthda

IIMMEMP
1ii

1-800-334-1203
Jason .Spa
Sea:, 5
•

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

Whirlpool
22.3 cu. ft.
Chest free/sr

-

753-6156
JO AN'S Varieties on the
'square is opening a do-dad
corner Glass and collectables Check a out, you
may find what you want
753-9569

•••

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Beetta V6. equipped
9122282 $25535mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
-Pi.s Tax Its & Lcense
48 Pao Cuosed E.,d tease

41./

TWO homes to be removed
from present sites at 201
South Eighth Street and
721 Poplar Street Will sell
to highest bidder Time limit
on removal For more information call or see admini
strator Murray Calloway
Co Hospital 762-1101

,
•.
lje

...rrsicuse me sic- —rr
do,smiN11.0111100._

1 Instrument
for Manilow
6 Lessen
11 Paleness
12 Occupant
14 Article
15 Snips

0
E W,
I N+S
A
FIT
E N S

DOWN

7 Exist
8 Collection
of facts
9 Makes into
leather
10 All

instrument

6 Near

5

6

11

12U
III
19

21

20

dUU34

1
••,
—

47

15

58

dUUUU

60

IV

30 Shouts
32 Entices
34 Go by water
36 Classifies
37 Bodies of
soldiers
38 Sand bar
• 40 Expunged
41 Swift
44 Peruses
47 Court order
49 Malay canoe
52 Piece out
54 Witty remark
57 Babylonian
deity
ueen ID
58
60 Myself

UU

UUUU

DIAL-A-WORDTv
Clues for ludas •• crosvi.ord

19 Squander
Wander
22 Chemical
21
compound
25 Buckets
27 Vessels for
heating

U.
55

54
59

11

URU
50

49

53
57

40

39

43UUU
48

52
56

28

35

44

46

ri

32

38

37

10

RU

27
31

10

29

11 Out of date
13 Wearies
16 Highlander

23

22

26

25

24

17

16

15

18

E Si T

1 Jury lists

2 Negative
prefix
3 Everyone
4 Midday
5 Musical

PATIO stones 2"x8-x16'
gray or red 694 ea Also
2-x12- square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
stones for 55c ea and 18'
square brickfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

35
1-900-454-35
#702
Extension

285I apartment in North
wood $265/mo 753 3964
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central HA, ap
pliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR large basement apart
rnent W/D hookup, stove/
refrigerator Some furniture Close to shops and
$200/mo
campus
753-8248

PINE Berk Mulch Of Nuggets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
lgal size Shrubs or
Azalea's are lust $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604

A BRAND new brick du
plex. 2br, a/c, gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights
FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 162 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753-6609

AVAILABLE May 41x 2 bath
brick, central H/A appliances $500/mo, depo
sit Coleman RE 753-9898

For Rent
on....

FOR lease 77 acres of
' fired tobacco
der,
492-8665

2 PONIES 132H, 9yr old
sorrel, 12 2H, 8yr old black
and white pinto Well mannered, trail ridden, shown
hunternumper Sorrel pulls
cart $500 ea 2 western
saddles, 15%, $150 and
$300 One English childs
Stubben all purpose
saddle,
$ 200
502-382-2773

2BR stove/refrigerator,
1mi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N. Deposit and
references required No
pets $275. 489-2440.

BULLS AND HEIFERS PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental, Gelbvieh, and
Maine-Aniou croisbred
service age Bulls and Heifers Only the very top per .
formers offered for sale All
animals health tested and
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms,. Cadiz,
_ DA Y
KY
422 1,1
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
(502)235_5170

AKC chow puppies 3 black
1 cinnamon $100 each.
Farmington 502-345-2071,
AKC Registered Maltese
for stud service Call
502-753-7788 ask for
Teresa
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858
PET Pen 1101 Story Tropi
cal fish, birds, Iguanas',
Tranut_ls', Chinallias', dog
grooming, bulk teed
759-1322

KOPPERUD REALTY of
lets a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

NEWLY redecorated. 920
N. 181h. 21:r, central H/A,
Mobile
appliances. No pets
Homes For Sole
$450/mo. Deposit/
14X70 3br, 14 bath mobile references required
home Refrigerator, stove, 753-1266.
air conditioner, W/D hookup, underpinned on rented
DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
lot Asking $10,200
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
759-1552
Well then do NI You can as a reprosersanve wing insurarce and ottier
14x76 1987 ASSUMABLE
lirencelsennos preducts ler The Prudent.' rout be work ng to.- one of
loan of $16,500, or any
Ifs 100 best cowponies to sell tor'You'll gel sad training stab ol-theart support a comprehensive compensation pachage and opportunity
reasonable -offer considfor unameed earnings growth
Must move
ered
For more floatation, call me today. Rick Mann 3553 Past Plaza Rd .
753-1932
Padixati, Ky 42001 1-803-264-0950
01.4 Grow
,
1
4
3
Itw too we colognes io Sit Fe, MD 15,5ery ifid The F/
1991 14x50 2br 1 bath
puteerid by Jar Mey a Soria inc. Na Vas. 19419
Total electric, W/D hookup
B.. owl of The Rock.'
underpinned Located RiviikiN seal opextuniti wresoyei
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141

Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

CANCER
INSURANCE
Noage limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old ,t
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For tree informa
bon call

Local sandwich 5 yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ALTERATION business
Steady ciente Excellent
location in Murray Serious
inquiries only Call after
6pm 436-2167 436-5665

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

Contact Video Elite
618-520388

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

ON GOING art supply and
frame business for sale
025
near MSU campus Excellent opportunity to establish
Pesoneb
your own business for a
DISCOUNT LUXURY small investment and have
_CRUISE Fla to Bahamas
little or no competition MLS
$219O0 Per Couple 5 2857 Contact Kopperud
days./4nights Hotel paid
Realty 753 1222
We overbought, YOU save
supply
Limited
140
404-926 3751
Want
To Buy
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
ANTIQUES by the piece o
help through all problems
Call 753-9433
collections
nt.
for
appointme
Call
5pm .
utter
502 554 7904
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932
A Career National Whole
sale Jewelry Co Seeks
rep for local area No direct
sales WHLS only 40-80K
per year 713-782-9668
ACCOUNTS Receivable
Clerk Local firm needs an
experienced responsible
person to fill an immediate
opening on computerized
system Send resume to
P0 Box 1040A Murray
KY 42071
AVON Representatives
nee:led $8$15 kits Door
to door optional Delayed
billing for kit Free gift Assist Mgr 1 800 866-2243
CHILD Care Needed MW
F. 10-3. Someone to come
to house located in Panorama Shores Needed May
13 Ayg 16 Experienced
Please call 436-6099

24ft PERRY travel trailer,
self-contained, skirted, insulated, underpinned Excellent condition brick pa
privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

DOUBLEWIDE Available
June 1st 2br 1 bath $3000
down and take over pay
owner fi
N
110 Mag- ments Possible
REMINGTO
527-1987,
Days
nanang
num 12 gauge $375 evenings 354-6335
753-4009

PRICE just reduced' Jump
at this ideal opportunity to
enter the rental income
market Attractive duplex
features 3br's & VA baths
on 1 side and lbr, bath and
kitchen on the other Now is
the time to invest $64,000
MLS 2931 Call Joan at
Realty
Kopperud
753-1222

ThePrudential*

01900 The endineal hisuranoa Carpal.? ol America

ffirilf/L"
Ii...edea 4 z).....e_T„

••

GOLF clubs(mens and womens) Mans Palmer Axiom irons (sw-3 won) tyr
old, also women's Powerbill countess irons (PW-3
won) For more information
call Tim at 753-8355 during
day or 753-5904 at night

200
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
"inn
Business
Rentals

210
Firewood

JUNK cars and trucks
437-4087

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

USED and antique turni
lure glass tools quilts
901 642-6230

WOOD for sale 753-9745

4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509
3143

Wes
To Rent

210

USED chain link fencing
Need about 50 yards Call
Ann at 435-4425
WOULD like to buy size 16
maternity clothes for sum
men wear Call after 4pm
759 9778

KENWOOD speakers ly
old, (2) _6- 2-way, (2) 6
3 way,(2)6x9 $100 Video
Games tor IBM, A10 Tank
Killer Vette' Battlehasvks
1942 Thunderblade
$20ea $15 two or more
Stephen 759 4468

Mlecellaneous
2 WOODED lots in Sherwood Forest 1984 Cutlass
Make an offer 759-108-4
AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call May
held 247-7831
CAR trailer
753-7931

$400

FARM IC•Fabrk•Fabric
Spnng fancies'arriving daily,
Bridal tool! Country Remnants Hwy 68/641 Draft=
vine, Ky next to Bonanza
Marshall County, 1(m-5prn
Mon-Sat

Ott

•

WANT to rent 2 or 3br home
preferrably in the country
436-2169 home or
767-1359 Ask for Mary

1BR central H/A, W/O hookup Water and applienoes
furnished References reguyed No pets 753-3949
1BR furnoshed apartment
Close to university and hos
pittal Some utilities pad
Call 753-8756 753-4012
1BR newly decorated. new
University Completely
furnished Call 753-4682

281
Hw
492
281
mar
sity.
3BF
wes

Est
roor
TOOf

gar
payi
bled
dud
tam
Ca
app
3BF
east
acre
and
436.
COI
Hoot
utilit

WILL babysit days in my
home
References
759-4490

Par 3 Golf Course

erty
Es
753

Livestock
& Supplies

SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales service,supplies, parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800-248 4319

WILL do house cleaning or
sit with 'elderly Call after
7prn, 753 1016

nea
$8.i

370

Large 2br 2bath, W/D hookup, central H/A, appl and
water turn Ref No pets
753-3949

271

BO
Sal
Rol
or
381
mol
Shc

thl

WILL help new mother with
newborn, light housekeep
ing etc Call Mag an experienced grandmother
753 9630

,
',•• Iota Ciao

1

14

61
A G7• • -4
ROB'

land

I

36

00

55 Yes in
Spain
56 Belonging to
filmmaker
Lee
59 Predestined
61 Vapor
62 Surfeited

records
17 One opposed
18 Stitch
20 Mother of
pearl
23 Title of
respect
24 Strike
26 Lobe
28 Note of scale
29 Attempt
31 Gossips
33 Cravats
35 Bill of tare...,
36 Pertaining
to the stars
39 More unusual
42 Coniunction
;
6

Answer to Previous Puzzle
P A I

MENS ring 4mm gold
band Never worn $50
492 8815

LARGE storage building for
rent $150/mo Call after
6prn, 753-2031

Golf Carts

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Craftier
Antitoxin
Quarrel
Slumber
Weaken
51 Ripped
53 Cultivated

LANDSCAPE trees - locally
grown Bradford Pears,
White Dogwood, Purple
Smoke Tree, Cistino
Cherry, Pin Oaks Call
492 8843

753-1713

At the international meeting of the
Docin t Like Dances With Wolves Society

43
45
46
48
50

HOSPITAL bed walker
breather machine
759-4490

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
lcu ft bag only $1 50 ea
Black rock 50lb bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50lb bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 401b
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding! We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies NEW duplex 2b( 2 baths
along with silver dollars, Garage with auto opener,
proof sets, U S and foreign appliances plus microwave
POSITIONS available at
and coin supplies furnished $450/mo lyr
coins
in
apply
Must
Inn
Shoneys
stamps are great lease Northwood Dr. No
and
Coins
Inn
person Shoney's
Appliances
also' make pets 753-2905
they
hobbies,
641N, Murray Ky
wonderful gifts and invest- NICE 1,2,3br apartment
clothes
NE
BLACKSTO
THE best sales iob availdryer $25 753-7175 after ments. Visit us today at the Furnished, near campus
able in all of Calloway 7pm
Ox-Yoke Antique Store ; Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
$500twk
County average
(Hazel), Treasure House house WO hook-up. Day
Need only 2 people Prefer
Lerl__099.11RPP_k_a_AMAY). 9-5 753-6111, _night
'60
bca1peopli3- -beCaUSa-we
Vie Mercantile(Aurora)and- 753-0606
Hoes
are a local company Call
Book Shelf (Paris) We
the
FurnIshircs
NICE 3br stove and reRoy at 753 2740
KINGSIZE waterbed Ex- buy cans and stamps and frigerator furnished Central heat/air. Half of the
cellent condition 489-2694 appraise estates
DELI HELP NEEDED
utilities $450/mo, deposit
502-753-4161
5pm
after
• Experence prelened. but
No pets. 105 N., 16th.
we.
or
pickup
TOPSOIL
not ilecessary Apply in
table
KITCHEN or dining
753-1953 days, 753-0870
or
753-0277
deliver.
person
and 4 chairs Glass top with
nights.
OWENS FOOD
solid oak trim Rectangle 759-1090. Welch Sand and
MARKET
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo, NOW renting extra large
345' Excellent condition
Manay Ky
2br. Water furnished.
Ky
'44)7
$250 753-4477 after 3pm
$315/mo. 753-3530 after
dirt.
rich
good
Soil,
TOP
SOMA queen size
3Pm.
waterbed $300 life time Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446 TAKING applications for
warranty Call 753-2367 afBogard Trucking & Exca- section 8 rent subsidized
ter 4pm weekdays
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedvating Inc
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
190
buildstorage
WOODEN
HAVE opening tor child
Hardin, Ky or call
Farm
ings 8x16' starts at $1095,
care any shift $35 per
13 EHO
502-437-41
Equipment
10x16' $142450, 12x24'
week 1 block from MCCH
availY view condo
UNIVERSIT
sizes
Other
$2395
759-1586
1953 GOLDEN Jubilee
able Acres Portable Build- style apartment. 2br, cencultivadisk,
Plow,
tractor
JANITORIAL Cleaning
tral H/A, appliances, microings 502-247-7831
492-8399
Commercial reasonable tor $3500
wave. $400/mo 7518096,
rates, tree estimates Ex
FORD 501 7 foot mower,
753-2633.
250
penence and references
1240 John Deere 4-row drill
Business
(502) 328 8678
with monitor, 8-row trailer
110
Services
spray ng (2) 4-wheel farm
Hams
JUST call 753-4590 if you wagons 2-row cultivator, PRIVATE Investigator
Red
For
D B A Confidential Investineed help with elderly or 4-row Burch cultivator
Shop$225/mo,
6th
thside
N
501
refer2BR
gations.Sou
Experience
sick
753-2900 or 489-2870 after
ping Center Suite #102 $200 deposit No pets
Anytime for 5Prn
ences
759-9549
Murray, 753 2641
information

VCR Service
All Brands
Ward-Elkins

ACROSS

GE stereo $400, 12ga
shotgun $130, weight
bench $40 759-1518

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a sib' A
GEL)? Hope for the future? NEW refrigerator $800
You may qualify if 'Yot, do 38in stove $75, heater $5
not have your GED or high cabinet $10, miscellaneous
school diploma 'You are kitchen, clothes and
between the ages of 16 & stuffed animals. 25ea
21 We are an E 0 E This 753 0725
protect is funded by the ORDER the spa designed
Western Kentucky Private Ion you Murray Hot Tubs
Industry Council JTPA 115 S 13th St
Call JTPA Out Of School
SUNTAN booth 753-3488
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m 11 30a m
YAMAHA 250 Tri Z $900
PART-TIME help sell custom made 3 PW golf
Christmas Around The clubs wtag $115, couch
World No delrveries No coffee table two end tables
collecting Free kit training $150 antique Singe: Sew
own hours weekly pay ing Machine $75 Call Ray
Ann 753 5902 492 8320
checks 753 1087

NEEDED

if1115b7:rtleflf

—1-

Hodes

Nodes

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change "24.95

Spwannts
Far Res

Illseeleaseue

The Sonic Drive-In in Murray, Ky. is looking

for a few good people. Must be neat,
courteous, friendly. Above average pay for
above average people. Flexible howl.
Apply at
217 S. 12th St. Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

CASS

753

EX(
Cha
mak
horn
sing
tion
cent
men
bncli
gooi
309:
Real

HILL
3bec
gara
Fruit
% ac
able

LOV
nute
on 3
sion
horn,
floor
den
marl
3224
Real

PRII
bedr
excE
sires
heal
rOdn
larg
driv
tech
shoi
Lot
753-
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BOB HALEY, Real Estate NEW 3br 2 bath house, in 1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
Sales and Appraisals Martin Heights. Lots of stor- blue 62,000 miles, autorna
Roberts Realty 753-1651 age Buy now and pock your bc, cruise, AM/FM cassette
or 489-2266
interior colors Call with equalizer, sunroof,
753-3903
power windows Would
3BR 17, bath on Broad 2bt NEW carpet, paint, vinyl consider trade 753-2068
mobile home in Pine Bluff and shower Brick 3br Mid
1989 CAMARO $800 plus
Shores 3br central H/A $50's Bob Perrin RE take
over payments
near lake 2br on Ash St 759-1881 days 753-3509
753-2735
$8,00:10 Commercial prop- evenings
erty in city Wilson Real
1989 FORD Escort 4 door
Estate 302 S 12th
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
753-3263
cruse. Extra clean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
$4e00. 753-6633

2H, 9yr old
8yr old black
to Well mandden, shown
Sorrel pulls
2 western
$150 and
nglish childs
II purpose
$ 200
HEIFERS
CE TESTED
bvieh, and
croisbred
Is and Heifvery top perfor sale All
th tested and
breed Smith
arms. Cadiz,
1 1 . --.DAY
182 NIGHT
0

ent, safe
ow or home
professionally
ing Murray for
436 2858
1 Story Tropi
rds Iguanas',
hincilles', dog
bulk feed

REALTY of
plete range of
services with a
bon of quality
all prices
, toll tree
-HOME Ext
reduced' Jump
opportunity to
rental income
ttractive duplex
r's & 1/, baths
d lbr. bath and
the other Now is
invest $64000
Call Joan at
Realty
ud

1982 YAMAHA 750 top
condition 6xxx miles
474-2754 4-8pm

1990 300 ZX loaded, automatic 753-7441 or
753-4023

2BR house with 2 acres, on 1988 YAMAHA 350 Moto 4
Hwy 641S. Must sell! Shaft drive oil cooled
759-4936
492-8574 after 5pm.

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specra1zs, Dixieland
C.enter, I block from MSU
donna.

2BR with carport. Low 1990 CR125 Honda like
maintenance. Near Univer- new 753-9895 after
4 30pm
sity. $28,000 753-3293

EXCELLENT condition.
1906 Chev. Caprice. Fully
loaded. Call after 5pm,
753-7903.

3BR, 2'h BT home 3 mi.
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates. Large kit. 8 family
room with fireplace. Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage. Central H/AC,
paved drive, city water, cablevision All appliances included. Perfect for young
family or retired couple!
Call 753-8151 for
appointment

AAUST sell! 1981 Tornado 2
door. All electric, leather
seats. $1000. 492-8384

brick 5 miles southeast
-4 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new Well
and septic. Mid $404. FIBERGLAS topper fits
436-2742.
longbed import pickup.
CONDOMINIUM ground Best otter 753-3443 after
floor uriewith garage. Low 5:30pm.
utilities, wheel chair acc.essable. For sale or lease
753-3293
EXCELLENT 3br value_
Charming decor and size
makes this the perfect
home for a small family or
single. Good central location remodeled bath. Recent appliance replacements Low maintenance
brick and vinyl exterior A
good buy! $40's. MLS
3095. Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222
HILLTOP Home Must sell.
3bedrm, 1bath, attached
garage. 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
% acres $25,000 negotiable'. 502-436-2010.
LOVELY country home minutes from town, situated
on 3large Camelot subdivision lots 3br 2 bath brick
home features quarry file
floor in kitchen, fireplace in
den. Just recently on the
market. Low $80's. MLS
3224 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222
PRICE reduced! Three
bedroom, 1-'4 bath, brick,
excellent condition on quiet
street in city Central gas
heat, living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved
driveway, carport, detached garage or workshop, fenced backyard
Lots of extras. Call
753-1.893, Chuck Foster

1983 NISSAN Sentra 5spd,
new tires and motor. Gas
saver $1200. 753-2846 after 5pm.

1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais. Blue 2 door loaded,
61,000 miles $3750. Calf
759-4808 after 6pm.
1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
4dr,, 6cyl., high mileage,
good condition. Firm price
of $2400 753-8664 after
5ferl-

waling br one at
nng stale of-the
and opportunity
53 Park Plaza Rd
Comfortable living in this 3 bedroom, 11/2 bat
lakefront lime. Two level deck for outdoor
pleasure and heat pump for heating and cooling.
Modestly priced at $66,000. MLS 2512

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

INVESTORS • FARMERS • RANCHERS

TENNESSEE'S FINEST!!

y. is looking
st be neat,
rage pay for
*le houM.

SAT., MAY 11TH AT 10:00 A.M.
THE BOBBY CROWDER FARM

Loaded 4 mina root of Noyes,an Mom 140.14 folks norlhonel Si
Porn. Tenneco. 15 main sounnfoo1 Si Mum.% kontuoity

50 YOUNG BEEF COWS
WITH CALVES AT SIDE

•Thicts Ranging From 4.5 lb 129 Acme
22 Numerous Beautiful Building Sites
• Mlles Of Road Frontage
G3 Fenced • Fenced And Cross Fenced
• Focelftes • Buildings & Barns
• Growing Crops GO With The Farm
Zi Pastureland & Creek Bottom Soils

i

Jr.

Rmliw 1

AUCTIONEER A RFA1 FSTAIF BROKER
FANCY FARM kihnuCKY 41039
SO2)623-8466 Or 1502)623 6388
FAX I i502)623 8885
1504*

Si.T2Ifni 110f1‘.4

NEED lawns to mow Pre

ter medium to large lawns
Fourth year. neat and de
pendable 492-8568 after
4prn

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experiPAINTING, remodeling
ence. Bobby Hopper, deck
and landscape con436-5848
struction Free estimate
BACKHOE Service - ROY 436-2744
HILL. Junior Thom, operator 30 years experience PAINTING-Interior
and Ex
Septic system, drive-ways,
tenor Free estimates
hauling, foundations, etc
Small repairs Reasonable
759-4664
rates 753-6844
BLOCK, brick, concrete finPLUMBING
Free estiishing Basements footmates Affordable rate
ings, garages, drives,
Same day service All work
walks. '30yrs experience
guaranteed 753-4200
13yrs. in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett.
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates. .753-9552 or
437-4391.
BREAKING and disking
gardens. Yard landscaping
and bushhogging.
436-5430.
BULLDOZING arid backhoe work. Call after 4pm,
354-8161 Financing
available.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing trimming
hauling landscaping Rea
sonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed* Free estimates 759 4440

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel sand dirt driveway rock 753 4545
753-6763 759 1823
SEWING machine rep%
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation.
Day or rite, 753-5484.
T.C. Dinh Flower and Maintenance. Plumbing ang
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

WILUAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low-prices.
Free estimates 354-9397.
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates and free estimates 759-9742
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No foe to large or to small
474-2300

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 9-2pm Sat
753-0530

,IMMIIIIIIIMINI

III;'' 1 1 .[1").

J1-1111

Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves-dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repair* For
Tappon-Kelvinator-Emerson-Broyin

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIGNG
All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

'Ail Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop tiq & see our showroom

, Ikashabritten, Inc.

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

1977 CHRYSLER 2dr
coupe, air, radio, excellent
cond. $795-will trade.
759-1922.

1983 MUSTANG GT.
Local, one owner, low
miles. Excellent condition.
759-4018.

1981 CHEVROLET custom
van with raised roof Nice,
clean. $3750. Call after
5pm, 753-2486

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation. Professional service Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message

1975 GRAN Torino. AC,
pb/ps, intermittent wiper,
59,500 original miles.
$1200 436-2639.

E YOU
WORTH?
raise and other

d qualify for
ffer an excely. It pays the
1 as 100% of
amount. This
the Medicate
y 20% of the'
: benefits are
e 1991 rate is

PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authorized
dealer, Dixieland Center
Chestnur St. 753-0113.

1986 Chevy Celebrity
Eurospori, 4 dr.
nice
$2,550
1986 Isuzu Pickup,
auto, p.s.11.b $2,450
1982.4
1evy Caprice
4 dr.es&
conversion, Olds
engine
$1,650
1980 Mercury
Marquis
4 dr.
$1,250
1977 VW Van,factory
air
$1,250
1976 Buick Century,
V-6, 4 dr
$650
1983
Audi
5000
Turbo diesel,
bad engine,
body nice
810 z Coldwater Rd
or See J.B. Taylor
753-9181

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

CARS
10 Toyota Camry ,,,,,,,
'90 Toyota Corolla...,,,,
19 Pontiac Grrd Am 1,417
19 Pont Grand Pra 1 18187
19 Toyota Carrtry
1,987
19 Toyota Ulla GT...'10,987
19
V Tviota
TO liolda
Mazda 626
V Bad Pat A*.
11 Toyota Cressida 12,487
18 Chen
.7117
11 Toyota Camtry.....„ 1,417
II Pont Bum& LE 7,987
17 Mustang Cony. _ i8,491
17 bond loord
17 BP
17 Toyota CocolL3„.....„1,917
17 1uni UWp...... '7,487
17 Toyota Camry DX
16 by. Ccrolla
'5,407
15 Ford Crow Rt....23,487
15 Ford
15 lerc. Coiorry Park
15 Chevy,487
1111 Pri Ave....m.15,487
14 T11. Tercel
'14 kit Regal
14 Toyota
'12 Cheri ilonte Cu...,. /187
12 Toyota Corolla
79 Volkswagen Rthbt1 .717
TRUCKS
19 Toyota Lecuiser...16117
19 Toyota Drab 414..10,487
19 Fad Rriger Xl.T 7,717
19 Chen
18 Fad F•350 Van 18,111
18 Toyota
'11,487
18 PP/mouth Voyager .210,07
17 Toy. SR5 4 Rimer ...10,987
17 ilazda 414 .....
17 Toyota I Ton.,.......,'6,987
16 Fad f150 1LT 4x4 7,917
'14 Toyota 414.........„ 1,417
'4,117
84 Jeep Cherokte

1978 CHEVROLET Blazer
4-wheel drive K-5. 350-V8, CUNNINGHAM'S
Heating
4spd, 3in. lift kit, good tires, and Cooling
Service. Comaluminum wheels. plete service on
all central
753-9382 after 5pm
cooling, all makes and
1989 SILVERADO step- models. Call Gary at
side fully loaded, dark blue, 759-4754.
low miles. 753-7387.
CUSTOM garden tilling
FORD 1985 F150XL Ex- with Troy Bilt reartine tiller
plorer. 6cyl. manual with Small size garden $40 and
OD, PS. Excellent condi- up 436-2003
bon. 474-8046.
DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service. 20yrs experience. Can accommodate jobs in tight places.
502-489-2181
or
1973 CONCORD Class A 502-753-4181.
26ft motor home with DAVIDSON Roofing. New
generator. 43xxs miles, roofs and repairs.
Tear offs
very good condition. and re-roofs Written
guar$4995. 1979 Coachman antee. Local references.
24ft. motor home with 753-5812.
generator. 43xxx miles,
good condition. $9950. LICENSED for electric,
753-4389, 753-5960.
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free esti19ft. CAMPER. Fully
mates. 753-7203.
equipped. Bathroom with
large shower. $1800. Air- FENCE sales at Sears
conditioner 14000btu now. Call Sears 753-2310
energy saver, 110/120V. for free estimate for your
753-6481.
needs.

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to _ better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m.on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

FULL time yard mowing
Dependable. Free estimates 436-2528
GENERAL Repair plumb156 GLASTRON ski boat ing, rooting, tree work
with 85hp. Evinrude and 436-2642.
boat trailer. 435-4207,
GRASS, GRASS, GRASS
753-3454,
Will mow lawns Depend17ft. SEARS canoe -and able, reasonable, free estitrolling motor. $250. mates Call for appoint759-4158.
ment 435-4213, leave
1965 RUNABOUT in gOod message
condition with 75hp Evin- GRAVEL, dirt, sand, white
rude OB in excellent condi- rock, and all type hauling.
tion. $1000. Call James at Call Kenney Travis.
435-4425.
759-1039
1984 CHEETAH ski boat. GUTTERING By Sears
164 ft. 120hp Mercruiser Sears residential and comstern drive. Life jackets/ mercial continuous gutters
accessories included. installed for your specifica$4000 negotiable. bons. Call Sears 753-2310
345-2520.
for free estimate.
1989 ALUMINUM 17ft. G.W CONSTRUCTION,
Traveler bass boat with Gerald Walters roofing,
40hp Mariner motor New painting, vinyl siding, all
MK trolling motor. Eagle kinds of remodeling Phone
LCR. Excellent condition. 489-2267.
$5800. Call collect
HADAWAY Construction •
502-247-8462
Home remodeling, paint39' HOUSE Boat. Living ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
room, kitchen/galley, bed- floor covering. No lob too
room and bath, air- small. 436-2052.
conditioned Excellent boat
at a great price $15,000 HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es753-6487
timates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

AlA T. ENTERPRISE Excavating. Dozer, backhoe.
trucks Levies, roads, drive- KITCHEN CABINET REways, parking lots, septic MODELING with
wood
tanks, foundations, base- grain formica, all colors
ments, gravel, dirt, ponds Free estimates Wulff's Re
753-0577.
covery, Murray 436-5560
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALALPHA Builders - Carpen- LIMORE ELECTRIC Comtry, remodeling, porches, mercial and residential,
fast
roofing, concrete, drivecourteous and efficient ser
ways, painting, maintevice 759-1835
nance, etc Free estimates
MITCHELL Paving Seal
489-2303
coating and hauling Over
ANTENNA repair and in- 30yrs experience
Free esstallation Replace or install timates
753-1537 or
channel master antennas, 753-1221
rotors, and amplifiers Randell Beasley Buchanan, MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
Tn 901 642-4077
work guaranteed
ANY remodeling, building, 753-5668
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial
and
Residential

Murray•Calloway County Hospital
762-1100
•Cuslom Home Plans
New Home Construction
'
•Custom Remodeling

James C. Gallimore
'Electric Service
Rt. 8, Box 1075
Murray. KY 42071

Phone
(502)769-1836

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Gravel .Sand •Whiterock •Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, Ky. 42671
502-759-1039

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages,decks, porches, concrete
v.ork,-(hain link fences. Home maintenance

Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call tic Anytime

489-2303

759-4685

call:
Hauling •art -Gravel 'White rock •Excavaung •Sevil Coating
Rt. 4 Bx 257, Rt. 8 Hz. 515. Nlurra
Fret Fmmale

(502) 753-1537

or

753-1221

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m

To Place your ad-
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OBITUARIES

Mrs. Roxie Wells Holland
•

,
•

-

.
4

Mrs. Roxie Wells Holland, 81,
of 1624 College Farm Rd., Murray,
died today at 2:55 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was the widow ,of Marvin Holland.
A member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church, she was retired from
the former Jones' Cleaners on
North Fifth Street. Murray.
Born Dec. 4, 1909, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Cleve Wells and Hattie
Wilkerson Wells.'

Mrs. Holland is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Lorene Wells Ray, and
one brother, Torn Wells and wife,
Larue, Murray; four nephews,
Tommy Wells, San Anselmo,
Calif., Eddie Wells, Baltimore,
Md., Gene Ray and wife, Paula,
Rancho. Fe, Calif., and Bobby Ray
and wife, Pat, Louisville; five
great-nieces and nephews.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Lee Ross Melugin
1..et Ross Melugin, 63, of Fer.
nandeno Beach, Fla., died Friday at
_11 p.m. at Shands Hospital,
Gainesville, Fla.
A 1947 graduate of Murray High
School, he received his degree in
mechanical engineering at the University of Maine. He played foot-- ball and was president of his class at Murray High. He was an Air
Force veteran of the Korean Conflict and a member of the Lutheran
Church.
Born May 4, 1928, in Murray, he
was the son of Ruby Ross Melugin
Melugin who died in
85.
v iNoel
ar
:

Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
Maureene Olson Melugin. his
mother, Mrs. Ruby Melugin, Mur;
ray; one sister. Mrs. Carolyn Jacob,
one niece, Jill Harney. and two
nephews, Phil Harney and Jay Harney, all of Oklahoma City, Okla..
one uncle, Gillard—Ross, Murray.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday
at 4:30 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Dr. Greg Earwood will offici-

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 a.m.

Industrial 1Yerage
Pret loos Close
‘ir Products
5.T.C.-(.1ass A
XT&"I
Bank of 51urray
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp.

.0.54 )
293% 86' ?
63L. •• 4
44'4B 455

.,

1558
, _50'
30c's .. s
13' s - i..
4l'. unc._ 1
49. s •3•4
14: 411 141:1A '
;9, - I
34 - 1/4 J

Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exton
Ford
38' s unc.
i General Nlotors
383241
Goodrich
21. - 111
Goodyear
, I.8.51.............................103s,a .11.4
Ingersoll Rand...................47 unc.
41 .4
K Mart
1
22.2 unc.
K . l tilities
Kroger
2Fs •1:4
I. & G F.riergies ............4O,. unc.

33;

I McDonaids

51 1/4 +lit)
58 unc.
38.
1/4

i .1(iPenney
( Quaker Oats
"Sears
Snap-On Tools

c

have urged the building of more guarantees of peace. Conservative
JERUSALEM (AP) — Foreign
settlements on the occupied land Israelis contend retaining the
Minister David Levy has warned
that the United States hopes Israel — occupied territory is vital to
that
his right-wing colleagues
will give up in return for Arab Israel's security.
Israel risks diplomatic isolation by
not cooperating with U.S. attempts
to start Middle East peace talks,
Final rites for Mrs. Betty Collie news reports said today.
Church home in December. 1988
JOHANNESBURG, South AfriLevy's remarks to Prime MinisCrocker were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
and beat them at Mrs. Mandela's
prosecution today
The
on
bloc
—
Likud
(AP)
ca
Shamir's
Yitzhak
ter
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
home.
mount- summed up its case against Winnie
a
underscored
night
Sunday
Funeral Home. John Dale offiassault
and
doves
kidnapping
on
between
Mandela
debate
Mrs. Mandela, wife of African
ciated. Mrs. Oneida White was ing public
and hawks in Israel over • peace charges by saying its evidence
National Congress Deputy Presipianist and vocalist.
State James showed she took part in the vicious dent Nelson Mandela, and her coPallbearers were Mike Cunning- efforts by Secretary of
beating of four young men.
Ill.
Baker
A.
defendants say they are innocent.
ham, Harold Henson, Paul Reed,
Israeli
two
Chief Prosecutor Jan Swanepocl
on
centers
debate
The
Mrs. Mandela testified, along with
Steve Reed, Alex Collie, Gary
rejection spoke as the state began its final
Israel's
blocks:
stumbling
defense witnesses, that she
several
and
Jerry
Brent
Allen
Richardson,
of calls to trade land for peace with argument at the end of the trial that
of town on welfare work
pi
was
Inman.
Defense
camFebruary.
in
stepped-up
began
its
and
states
Arab
alleged assaults took
the
when
Burial was in Union Ridge
paign'to build Jewish settlements in lawyers were to make final stateCemetery in Marshall County.
next few days
Mrs. Crocker, 60, of 209 North the occupied West Bank and Gaza ments during the
If found guilty, Mrs. Mandela
a verdict.
renders
judge
the
before
Fifth Si, Murray, died Thursday at Strip.
her co-defendants face anyand
Mrs. Mandela and two coOn the other side, the Arab
4 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
from jail terms to suspended,
thing
eight
with
Baker's
charged
are
defendants
states have been cool to
Hospital.
not:
backing of an Israeli proposal for counts of assault and kidnapping. sentences. South Africa does
trials
and
the
have
judge
jury
abducted
regional peace talks involving The state alleges the three
Israel and its neighbors. The Arabs four young men from a Meth:pi decides the verdict alone.
want an international conference
sponsored by the United Nations.
The funeral for Mrs. Novice
While Levy has been trying to
Holland was Sunday at 2 p.m. in appear conciliatory toward Baker,
he best possible price
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann other Likud members such as
for the best possible
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Housing Minister Arid l Sharon
hearing aid
Larry Woodruff officiated.
Burial was in Marshall County
04 4444/4••
(07,
Memory Gardens.
Licensed Audiologist
Mrs. Holland, 81, Rt. 4, Benton,
Lourat
p.m.
at
2:40
Thursday
died
Physician on premises
des Hospital, Paducah.
759 4815
She was a member of Mount
300 South 8th Street • Suite, 304
ae• Medical Arts Building •Murray
Carmel. United Methodist Church.
WASHINGTON — Lawmakers
Preceding her in death were one are being inundated by telephone
daughter, Shelby Ann Duncan, one calls and swamped with letters as
son, Sherman Glenn Duncan, one the White House, the Pentagon and
sister, Imogene Johnson, and one the Northrop Corp. lobby to save
brother, Orlyn Johnston.
the expensive B-2 stealth bomber
Survivors are her husband„ from budget cutlets.
George Holland; one daughter,
In advance of key votes this
"Where the price and service,
Mrs. Shirley Jean Wyatt, two sons, week in the House Armed Services
the pill easier to swallow."
makes
has
Bush
George Dwayne Holland and James Committee, President
on
Republicans
several
Mrs.
telephoned
sister,
one
and
Don Holland,
Avalou Dunn, all of Benton; one the panel while his national securibrother, Glenn Johnston, - Murray; ty adviser, Brent Scowcroft, has
Al
nine grandchildren; eight great- contacted some Democrats, say
753-4175
Glendale at Vihttnell
congressional sources. _
grandchildren.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
The administration also has
made clear that Bush would veto
the $291 billion defense bill if certain conditions are not met, said
one source, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The Air Force, alerted to fenceWASHINGTON — Former
by a "stealth caucus" of
straddlers
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. congressional B-2 proponents, is
Shevardnadze, who helped end the
doing its best to convince those
Cold War and launch a new era in lawmakers who harbor: doubts
U.S.-Soviet relations before quitthe aircraft.
ting abruptly 4'A months ago, is about
going public again.
Shevardnadze was opening a
three-week speaking tour of the
United States today with an address
to the 75th anniversary celebration
of the Brookings Institution, a
pioneer Washington think tank.
He also planned to meet and
have lunch with his one-time counCAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Anika
terpart, Secretary of State James A. Larsen never got so much mail as
Baker III.
when she started thinking about
But a scheduled afternoon meetcollege.
ing with President Bush was
"I kept it for the first few days,
thrown into doubt when Bush
after a while, it got ridicul.but
remained hospitalized overnight
said the 17-year-old senior
ous,"
that
with an irregular heartbeat
Toshiba's
student at Rindgc and Latin
top
and
began Saturday.
BD-2810
New
School, a public high school.
Personal
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Mrs. Betty
Collie Crocker
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Lawmakers hear
calls, letters
to save B-2 bomber

Lee Ross Melugin
ate and Steve Littlefield will be
soloist.
Friends may calr from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. Tudsday at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

and Kenneth Mulcahy, all of Fulton: tvio sisters, Mrs. Mary Tickner. Godfrey. Ill.. and Mrs. Mildred
Sturgeuusr Granite City. Ill.; two
brothers. Ben Martin and Harmon
Martin. Sterling. 111.; 11 grandchCdren: 19 great-grandchildren

Helicopters,
trucks will take
Kurds back home
ZAKHO, Iraq (AP) — The U.S.
military plans to use trucks and
helicopters to move up to 200,000
Kurds out of squalid refugee camps
this week, allied military officers
said today.
U.S. Army, Maj. Jay Garner said
the military would use dozens of
rented Iraqi trucks as well as helicopters to transport from camps
along the Turkish border.
"We're urging them to come
down the mountain. We're telling
them the zone is secure," he told
reporters in the northern town of
Zakho.
Some refugees will walk, he
said. U.S. 'Special Forces automotive teams also will be sent to the
border to fix stranded refugee vehicles and to provide gasoline, he
.said. The transport .plan is known
as Operation Gallant Provider.
About 125,000 refugees will be
moved to the Zakho area, 65,000
will be taken to Sirsenk and 6,500
will be sent to Suriya. Garner said.
The refugees may head back to
their own homes or stay in camps
built by the allies.

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Shevardnadze
opens 3-week
tour of U.S.

College-bound
students receive
'ridiculous' amount
of recruiting mail

Practical Features.
Practical Performance.
Practical Price.

HOG MARKET

SOWS

114.11441.01

S 1

Roars 57311.37

Before the Need Arises. . .

Additional information Available
•
Upon Request

YOU'VE GOT TO TRY IT!
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

rIILLARD
I
P
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Winnie Mandela case summed up

Mrs. Novice
Holland

Mrs. Ezel Catherine Mulcahy
Services for Mrs. Ezel Catherine
Mulcahy were Sunday at rpm. in
the chapel of Hombeak • Funeral
Home, Fulton.
Burial was ip Greenlea Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Mulcahy, 40, Rt. 1, Water
Valley. died Thursday at. Baptist
Memorial Hospital-Lauderdale.
Ripley, Tenn.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Earl Mulcahy. one
sister and one brother.
Mrs. Mulcahy .was a member u:
Riceville Baptist Church.
She is survived by four sons.
Delbert Mulcahy. Nev. Concord.
Charles Mulcahy, C.J. Mulcahy

Foreign minister: Israel risks isolation

Ask Us About
Forethought* Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc..

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 SOuth Fourth St.

Special
Introductory
Offer...
For A
Limited Time

•A

12" 3-Topping
Pan-Perfect Pizza
8799

Light and crispy nih less oil than corripeta I we deep
dish pizzas Seasoned, with joss a lint of garlic.
Parmesan and haliak Spices

Special Price Good
Thru May 9, 1991

Only

'53-665 )
List pizza in town

•-•

753-6800
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